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A friend of ours. one'Terry Melton who -rgs as dextrOus
with words as frith his paint brush, has said that to write
about children's poetry is as hazardouS as trying to write
about a sunset when you're in the middle of it

If any ooe person could with precision write on this sub-
ject, it Would be the author of this book who, through-
out his two-year stint as Poet-in-the-Schools in Hamilton
County, Tennessee, was able to meet on their own terms
kids from kindergarten to high school, and even adults,
inspiring from them flights of fancy, cascades of, words,
and figures of expression that they themselves could not
believe was theirs when typed in black and white

In this book he has distilled his observations and experi-
ences in an endeavor to help teachers nd'parents every-
where share the excitement he has found when a young-
ster discovers the savor and vigor and wonder of the
words of his languagewhen he actually does wrife about
his own personal sunset that he's in the middle of It

is the wonder of language, the "Feel For Words" that
Richard Fricks is opening the door tonot the making
of poet in any formal or conventional sense For, if
the' poor can be opened, oetry as a creative expression
follows

W have been privileged to have Richard Fricks as a
pa t of dim Poetry-in-the:Schools Program This book will
let us share that privilege as he becomes a part of your
own Poetry Program

Gordon Holl,
Arts Programs Director
Tennessee Arts Commissibn
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I would like-to th'ank the good teachers who have tauglit
me They are Kate Elliot, Donald Cheatham, Roland
Carter. Gail Hammond, Paul Ramsey and Wilhelm Pauck- r

am indebte to two humanists, Marie Hughes and
-Frances Minor Minor gave me support and helped
me to focus whe needed it most She has a concern
fdr children whic through her teaching and consultation
has strengthened ail the-people with whom she' has
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My work in Hamilton County, Tennessee, would not have
been possible without the support and encouragement
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riculum Supervisor Classroom teachers of particylar
help to me were Minnie Lee Morgan, Ora Russell, Mim
Johnson Dorothy Pfitzer introduced me to several im-
portant books which are included in the bibliography

Especially, I want to thank Gordon Noll of the Tennessee
Arts Commission for his friendship, his support .of my
work in the Hamilton' County Schools, and his support
of my writing

This list of thank-ypus could continue uninterrApted for
several pages, but shall stop it herb with one further
thank you and it is for Andrina Bnney, State Supervisor
Of Reading, and h Living Curriculum 'and Read -In,
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INTRODUCTION

When I am in the kitchen I abhor recipp books This is
not a formula_ book for the assembly line 'production of
poetrywe are supplied withtan overabundance of these
"cookbooks This book contains some of my thoughts on
writing and learning with children It is, in the-main, a
collection of their work and I hope it communicates to
you, the reader, some of the joy I have experienced in
my work with the studerits of amilton County, Tennes-
see I 'have worked in than three hundred class-
rooms in the past tw years. The teachers and -Students
have taught meia g eat dealI hope I am able to pass
some of this on to u

I prepared'this book for the classroom teacher, buts -#Iso
see it as a,help to th parent in the home The classroom
teacher, the system of public educatioh, depend, upon
the home pnd the ttitudes engendered there Tiie' first
chapter of this book is concerned with Aim-
guagelanguage velopment and language as it is
found in thought, e otion, movement and in w MO--
selves It is a bass survey, of our language relator)
to ourselves and co ers my understandings a they have
developed in my w k with children At the ore of the
book is an eAtensiVel researched blbliograp including
selections of books r teachers and paren , books of
children's writing, a books for students ifff-ag

7
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In the classroom, I have found two ends without the
middle' The child does not benefit, nor does society
benefit, from rigid structure and inhibitions on every hand
as found in many classrooms where the teacher serves
as the authority, the ruler, or, the reverse, where the
teacher sits behind the scenes watching the children
destroy the classroom The teacher's role should be that
of a guideshowing the student possibilities, pointing
out, providing labels, enriching language and experience,
providing limits and helping the ttOdent to structure his
world It is my hope that this book will point the teacher
toward some of the possibilities

Richard Fricks
Rising Fawn,, Georgia
1973

I

"When I use a word," Hurrrpty Dumpty said, in rather,
a scornful tone, it means juS't whet. I choose it to
meanneither more nor less

"The question is," said Alice, "whether you Can make
words mean so many different things

"The question is," said Hyrppty Dumpty, "which is to
be masterthat's all

Lewis Carroll

"What kind of a bird are you if you can't fly?" chirped
the bird

"What kind of a bird are you if you can't swim ?" replied
the duck

Serge Prokofiev

4
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WHAT LANGUAGE
DO YOU SPEAK?
The Elements of Expression
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What Language Do You Speak?-

I wish I were a thang
the dark I wold hide
behind a tree
And comme out from the
tree wene,somme wane
seped in fron of me'

take arms against a sea of troubles'

will try to.vorite you a few
lines to let you no that im
as well as common hope
this will find you all
the same im like the
Lonsom Dove flying
from pine to pine'

A dead man I will call for help`

seize me
imprison me
within the lines
or hold me captive
between
that I may live
forevel5

10 .



Did you at any time during the taxable year, have any
interest in or signature or other authority over a bank,
securities, or other financial account in a foreign country
(except in a U S. military banking facility operated by a
U S. financial institution)? If '"Yes," attach Form 4683 (For
definitions, see Form 4683)6

Last summer before an approaching storm, Jenny.and
I walked along the Gulf beach at Biloxi, hunting.for hermit
crabs We had intended a swim, but the lightning con-
tented us with beach-combing. I walked ahead a short
distance on the beach where, beside an abAndcwed pier,
discovered a cache of the creatures I shouted, "Look!

Look! See the hermit crabs! See! Seel" Jenhy burst out
laughing reporting to me that no one was supposed to
speak like this, why, in,,fact, cnly recently, they had killed
DPck and Jane, Alice and Jerry, and rewritten all the
primary readers.

Your language is you The words you utter are yoU

Tim Morgan, age nine
'A Shakespearean mixed metaphor' Shakespeare's language is

alive with broken rules, but, then, there were no ruleshe had no
grammar books to consult

' C M Chapman, age seventy-four
' An interesting and intelligent construction byan anonymous

first grader from a remedial reading class
Helen Wortman, age seventeen
Internal Revenue Service, Form f040, 1972
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But do we utter onl words? Or, do we speak thoughts?
When answering "y s': to the question ."Do 'you like
grits?" aren't we ans ering, "Yes, I like grits"? -Yes in-
dicates nothing by 'itself Without the accompanying
thoughtthe cornipletirig thought. Children of three an
swer "No" to erf,14,ad61) utterance. Yeses and Noes are
stoppers and starters framers. For every word we speak
there is a cluster of wo\ds surrounding it, and for every'
pne orthese words in th cluster aboOt e primary word
there are additional clu tersThis assoc ative property
of language enables us t respond in both a meaningful
manner (nvaningful to the other),and a personal mariner
-(meaningftil to the spea4r).

4 Communication on an intelligent level can be deftned
4' as the crossing of to rrivate eocOunterS with, the

worldthe publicizing of association. We meet and, to
the degree that our private images become public ones,
we speak. Barriers are everywhere at such a meeting.,_
byte vigorout 'mind characterized by Curiosity (to para-
phrase Dr: Johnson) is eager to investigate these barri-.
cades. ,

C.

4
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When you see the word, frog, what comes to mind?

I think- of a princess, of the colors green, yellow, red'
and black I think o411y pads and ponds, of biology lab
with Eleanor Mcpilliard, of to . ink of tongues,
of hopping, of want' and wit se images, could
fill out the remainder of this dr aroun each of
these there is another Cluster and another and anothff,
and another

E4EMENTS OF EXPRESSION ,

I have a feeling for a watermelon
J have a feeling for a pony
I have a feeling for animals.
I have a feeling tor a boy.
I have a feeling for a cat..
7

._

have a feeling for a 4og
I have'a feeling for Daddy.
I have a feeling for Mother

i. 'I have a feeling for everything
The world makes me happy.
Everything in the world makes me happy.
You can sit in the world

Pad, C., age eight

1

-Thought n one think, can one create, can one
expre4s himself without. words? For .purooses of argu;
ment, thought and emotions can be separatedone may
maintain that thought requires words, but the edges blur
when feelings and words are juxtaposed; In everyday
conversation we often misapply the phrases "I 'think",

13



"I feel tan one ha:vethoughts without words with which
to express them? Can one have feelings Without words
with which to express them? Maybe the Platonic.division
of mind*and body is a sensible one.

Imagine a child's crying. The primal cry is a gut-level.
expression of disruption. Now, suppose one were ob-
serving the child -he cries Aottly, he is afraid, lonely, sad;
he screams, he is hurt, injured; he screams -falls -upon,
the-floor-kicks-pills-his-hair, hp is angry; he whimpers,
he fr/ts: he has an earache. The scream propels us. It

'is our first speech ' A new mother soon is able to distin-

In a new-born baby we now can distinguish the cry of a brain-
damaged infant from that of a non-ddmaged infant by the higher
(usually unyaried) pitch

14
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guish a hunger cry from a pain cry, a wet-diaper cry from
an I've-dropped-my-rattler-on-the-floor cry.'There is in-
deed such a thing as articulate screaming And we often
revert to this speech when our feelings spill over into
our intellect But the cry by itself does not say to us what
is wrongsuppose you are walking down the' school's
hallway and you meet a good friend who comes up to
you and begins to cry *uncontrollably; until this crying
friend is able to stifle the tears and to speak, you will
be unable, most likely, to discern the reason(s) for this
behavior. (Strawberry ice cream may be 'discounted as
the cause, but no, it so happens the friend had strawberry
ice cream for lunch and after beginning the dessert she-.
remembered her mother, recently deceased, who had
asked for strawberry ice cream on her death bed.)

Thought-words-feeling, they are intertwined. Anift4ey are
expressed in movement of the tongue in Conjunction with
the vocal chords or in the movement of the eyes, the
arms, the fingers. Our lives are manifested in movement
and the cessation of movement is death.

WORDiS

An infant enters the world with basic phonerrfic, possi-
bilitiesthat is, if all the equipment is functioning, the
baby has programmed within him given sounds The early:
production of coo's and goo's and ma's and da's are

15
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soon turned into ma-ma, da-da, bye-bye with a little coax-
ing frqm delighted parents This sort of development
seems very natural to usthe,babr,babble4, the parent
babbles back, the baby smiles, the par.enelteturns the
smile. Long. before the baby is able to converse with
words an entire language of grunts and monosyllables

reinforEed by the parent-guide's mediations between
the infant and the surrounding world, and by the lengthy
monologues on, the parent's part. And, if the parent is
a good parent this speaking is further backed up with
pinches, pats, spanks, tickles, pat-a-cakes, and this -lit-
tle- piggy- went -to- market

The language spoken around4The child determines the
combinations of the basic phonemic possibilities

FOOT-TOES

_

A ?

#
1 This little pig went' to market;
2. This little pig stayed home;
3 This litilepig had roast beef:

1114 This little had none;
5 This little p 'cried,

"Wee, wee, wee!"
All the way home.

EYE-HAND

-1096a-cake, pat-a:cake: baker's man'
-"LI* e me a cake as fast as you can;
Poll it and pat it and mark It with "B"

.° And pulnit in the oven for baby and m(f.

16



DIREO:APPLICATION-TO-THE-SEAT -

`OF KNOWLEDGE)

Ride a cockhorse to Banbury Cross,
To see a fine lady upon a white horse

Rings on her fingers, and bells on her toes,
She shall have music wherever she goes

HOLD-ME-TIGHTLY-AND-DO-IT-AGAIN'
ti

Rock-a-bye, baby, on the tree top'
When the Ind blows the cradle will rock,
When th bough breaks the cradle will fall;
Down 11 come baby, cradle and all

Words are powerful instruments. And out of the ground
the Lord attli formed every beast of the field, and every
4w1 of the air; and brought them unto Adam to see what
he would call them and whatsoever Adam called every
living creature, that was the name thereof. And Adam
gave names to all cattle, and to the fowl of the air, and
to every beast of the field. (Genesis 2.19f )

After the animals were gathered aroun the man it was
necessary to get down to the business of naming them,
for if a man was to "have dominiqn" he' must be able to

name his domain
ti

Today, when we disavow public rituaT74Ne still hold to
the ritual of introduction, we exchange names in a formal
ceremony, The establishment of control, of some form

17
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of control, of rapport is the naming of the world aroUcd
us and the naming of ourselves NOw, we can turn the
'coin over and examine the other side Side gne is called,
"We ,name the world in order to control it Side Two
reads, The names we give control us I see through
naming If I am taught as a child the Ptolemaic nature
of the world, the universe, my world is completely dif-
fewnta completely different world than if I had learned
the Copernican natuze of the arrangement of the heav-
enly spheres.'

Names, words, ideas control us For what I call you deter- ,
mines my reaction to you Words and the clusterS floating
around them determine my world - 2:

As a child, when told the old cliché, "the pen is mightier
than the sword", I envisioned alarge plume walking about
jumping over Three Musketeer swashbucklers, laughing
at them, or, rather, since I have a difficullttime with vowel
soundspen, pinI probably wondered how a straight
pin could have more power than a sword. My difficulty
does not deny the saying What dictates the swore-

" Consider what happened after Copernicus, Galileo, Rousseau,
Diderot, Pain, Jefferson, Nietzsche, Marx, Rachael Carson

18
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Words are stronger than swords, ideas dictate which men
to kill and which to spare But words as the cOnveyers
of culture, of ideas are also much weaker than the sword,
so fragile. Caesar lighted a match and burned the Greek
mind to the ground. My favorite story of words is a Chi-

.
nesd one

Words often obliterate time, establish time-segue or
completely disjoint our sense of timing An ancient Chi-.
nese emperor, Shih Wang Ti (c. 250 B.C.) decided history
should begin with him. The tribes from the North were
pushing in upon him, so he constructed the Great Wall
His restructuring was on the Napoleonic orde'r_and ap-
parently was more successful and certainly more monu- "
mental Hp would stop movement with his Wall. Along
with his building, he burnedhe burned documents,
scrolls, books, manuscripts All books published before
his reign were systematically burned He destroyed words
in order to stop history and to restart it. Imagine all books
in the libraries beginning with Copyright 250 B.C.., pro-
duced, directed, caused to be written, and published by
Shih Wang Ti 9

' See Franz Kafka 's, The Great Wall of China" for an interpretation
of the meaning `of the Wall Also see, The Poems of Mao Tse-tung,
'translations by Willis Barnstone and Ko.Ching-Po In this books Barn-
stone writes an excellent summary of Chinese history New York
Bantam, 1972 1

it ..
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The Gnostic hymn which John uses to introduce his
Gospel provides me with 'a powerful illustration
here"The word became flesh The logos, the idea of
word, became a tongue, betame personified, became
movement I
le'

/
The cleverness of such an illustration is soon dissipated
when the idea of word = flesh, flesh = word is considered
seriously Substitute "child" for "flesh" and the equation
takes on a new meaning Rather than the -idea of flesh
and spirit, it is Vie substantive being, the child, who
intrigueS me and through thi&-quld we can understand
"flesh" and "spirit" and "word."
Earlier; I cited some nursery or Mother GoOse rhymes
as examples of the appropriate place for poetry to begin,
but; now, let us look at other Mother Goose rhymes,

r investigating the ideas they call up Here are two exam-
ples of cultural roles bound up in simple, nursery rhymes:

11 OVhat are little boys made of,
What are little boys made of?

/ Snakes and snarls, and puppy-dogs' tails,
And that's what little boys are made of

. of

a
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2 What are little girls made oP
What,are little girls made of?
Sugai and 1pice and all that's nice:
And that's what little girls are made of

Do not these words establish roles, learning patterns,
essentials, non-essentials? Or, take this verge'

Monday's child is fair of face.
Tuesday's child is full of grace,
Wednesday's child is fall, of woe,'
Thursday's child has far to.go,
Friday's child1,4,712,ving and
Saturday's child Works'hard for its living;
But the child that's born on the Sabbath day
Is blithe'and bony, and good and gay

.1

Suppose Monday's chffil had been full f woe? Then
Tuesday's'child would be a traveller The rhy dictates
the image, it ieversots the calendar Rhymes produce
powerful spells

What WORD'?

A group of sounds

A communication tool

The building-blocks of thought

21
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When a word is spoken, when it is written, it is there,
present, and we must deal with it. WORD is sacred tow'
a poet, he cannot throw words around Everyword he
use's must Piave its place, niust have.a location built for
it, changing one word changes the poem, makes it an-
other poem, words musrbe chosen very carefully. §up-
pose a poem were to include the words, "There is noth-
rng"an intriguing problem is announced here What is
"nothing"? Does the "nothing" obliterate the other words
pi the poem? Would the inclusion of "nothing" dictate
'a blank page? A poet must choose .words carefully, his
Life depends upon the words he chooses-.

'
1

A poet cannot say, "We are destrOying this man's life,
so that the, rest of the community can live in peace",
rather, he must say, "We are killing a man."

"This is what-the Lord God showed me" was a
basket of summer fruit, and he said, 'What are you look-
ing at, Amos?' I answered, 'A baskt of ripe summer

. \fruit.' '''' .

Ir.-

(Amos 1 1-2) When Paul Ramsey came to fhe University of Tsn-
nessee at Chattanooga (then, the University of Chattanoogaj as
poet-in-residence, one of his first assignments was a lecture He used

.. this image this illustration of the prophet Amos / have borrOwed
it from him

22
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.
Lord God "The time is ripe

1:

I
The:prophet.said what he saw. This is the poet's task.
And inabe text, 1 think the Lord's response is a completing
processthere is a play on wards-7

Amos "A basket of ripe summer friit

23
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e Sticks and stones
May break my bones,'
But words will never hurt me

Robert, age eight, wit__.(and drew this

I Fell dem
I Fell Stoopit
I Feel uglie

24
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''''When I asked him, he responded',
"I'm dumb about doing my work.
Coloring makes me feel like I'm stupid
When I'm in my pajamas. I feel ugly."'

dumb
Stupid
LI IY

,
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Ronda 1,4y wrote, "am dOme With some encour-
alement,Ishe wrote, the following Note the engaging
natuite-se her form:,

V,

_

I've got 10 dogs
Nof. More than that
I've got t3 and I
rise 6 dogs and 5 of
them died.
and.! got 4 cats

..No! More than th4f
.1 got 1.0 and it of ?hem

died out of that bunch
and I didn't like that
but my Daddy did

Rob,ertwho wrote,

I an9,Thel4ums
lri the wourld.

did not write anything etse:
I

Franz-Kafka realized the power of the word in hismork "
In the last sentences of The Trim,' one Icrnade aware
ofword knives. Th'S knre inserted, it is twisted, :'like
a dog" liVes irithe air, hovering above the turning blade.

"But the hands of one 6f the partners were
already at'N 's throat, while the other thrust the .74

See Metamorphosis, In Thrf'enal Colony
Franz Kafka, The Trial translated by Willa and Edwin Muir

Schotken;Books

26
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knife deep into his heart and tu?ned it there
twice With failing .eyes, K. could still see the
two of them immediately before PPren, cheek
leaning agaiqt cheek, watching the final act.
'Like a dog!' he said, it was as if the shame
of, it must outlive himi-

from a drawing by Franz Kafka

Words are powerful instruments We build and destroy
with words

4

THOUGHT

/

In the history of tools we find this development:
1, A form from nature is taken over outright A forked
stick is appTopriated as a plow
2 The natural form is strengthened Another. stick or

i

27
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sticks are tied onto the forked stick to make it easier
to handle 'to shift the work more and more to the tool.
3, The natural form is copied in other materials An iron
plow is stronger than the wooden stick
4 The tool becomes more and more complicated A;
the tool becomes heaver more and more decoration is
added and often the sources of power are amended.
5 The tool becomes so cumbersome with its decorations
and additions, it is rethought and simplified Stripped to
essentials, it is sometimes sin*rer .than the original form.

Reason, alone,, in a voice is no compensation for the
voice

In the history of thought we find this development.
1 Observation of natural phenomena. .

2 The struggle between cosmos and chaos is pei"ceived
3. Moral questions are attached to the natural order.
4. Van attempts to explain everything in terms of every-
thing
5- The explanations' are explainedideas become
weighted down with excess baggage
6 Man takes up myth againrelativity, recurrence, rebel-

%
lion (2 and 3. can be labeleddevelopment of myth,
and 4 and 5 science)

e

A reasonable argument can be without meaning to those
outside the argument the argument of itself can be *a
reasoned one in terms of reason Children have a new
sense of reason. Their arguments do not nessarily follow
our sense of the reasonable, since they have within them

4.



a new sense of reason-and at the same time their senses
of reason (as each of us has a personal sense Of the
reasonable that which is reasonable to us) have not
bdcome so Acculturated as ours.

A child may have all the sounds of the language on the
tip of his,tongue and still be speechless when he is asked
to read Our language does not work with singlesounds
Hence the stupidity of teaching one sound at a time. The
language works, is built with groups of sounds. These
sound groupings are found in words. But the knowing
of words is not enough Hence the stupidity of learning,
one ward at a time. One does not learn a language

..jhraligh vocabulary, but through strings of sounds, of
words put together into expressions These expressions,
these groUps of words express thought. They are the
vehicle for thought. A cbild may know red (the word,
red), but red means to him, red ball The idea of the
color red is something different We begin sophisticated
thought 'processes once we have worded-conceptions
on which to hang our experiences

Consider this complicated sentence by a six year old* ,

you will end up were you think you would not
think you wouldn't

The child wrote "were" fo "where", but this convoluted
process of reason is a ve sophisticated one The sek
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tence is alive It causes us to stop and think. And thinking
is a very dangerous activity today. Everything is stream-
lined The good sentence is the sentence that can be
read at top speed '3 Speed is the substance of our culture
We are a nation of motor inns and interstates In the
classroom, speed is the key to success The child who
do.es his work quickly, finishing ahead of all the other
children, is considered more intejligent (often he is con-
sidered for double promotions), The child w0o reads
fastest is the best reader. The slow workek the careful
worker is often not given the chance to finish The hy-
peractive child is not a maladjusted child, but a child
who has learned his lessons well and is aping the adult
world as best he can

Suppose the sentence, "you will end up were you think
you would not think you wouldn't," were able to survive
in the child's brain up into fourth or fifth grade, what
would the English teacher do with its The most elaborate
or the simplest denotes the highest degree of thought
We begin simply, we elaborate and expand, we elaborate
the expansions, we simplify

But the speed of the students in the classroom cannot
equal the teacher's speed and the truce be kept betweenf

)
I have noted this stupid notion on several occasionsThose who

speak quickly gliding over words are intelligent Those who speak
slowly elaborating the vowel sounds cre dumb
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teacher and student If the child is too adept at grasping
new tidbits of information, or is ahead and has already
dispenied with hislesson before the teacher has pre-
sented it, the child is in for trouble I have often heard -
first grade teachers complain about children who enter
their first___year of school already knowing how to read,
write, use scissors, add or whatever The classroom is
so organized- -every child AS to learn the same thing at
the same time as every other child. If he already knows
it, then he sits through it quietly. If he doesn't learn it
when it is presented, then too badhe missed his chance
Ideas, constructions, words are presented in chapters
and then' forgotten We study prepositions on Tuesday

, and piepositions are never mentioned again until test.
time e

For the quick child, the bored child, any"child, movement
is an essential Words, thought, movement are parts of

,the human which cannot be overlooked

Thought is influenced by the child's learning style We
learn in ditferentwayssome of us can read directions
for putting together a Christmas toy, or for sewing a dress
and without consulting the directions again and again
put the object together On the other hand, some of us
have to see someone do what we want to attempt before
we can accomplish it And there are many of us who
have to do the thing in order to learn We have to go
through the motions in order to be able loperform the
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task, There are different styles of learning Almost a dif-
ferent style for every individual in the classroom, for we
each have dominant miodalities1 may hear more dis-
tinctly than you and am able to process what I hear more
efficiently; you may be able to see better than I. but your
auditory Memory is not so good. so if you see what you
are learning you are able to master it7whereas, I might
be handicapped in front of a written page, but I can
understand the material from an oral presentation a d
un and on

However each of us accomplishes the task. we are
thinkersinformation comes in (and' according to the
depth of thought), we, then. check it with what we know,
reform it and send it out again to another recetTer so
that he can do the Mme validating or refuting what we
have given out

MOVEMENT

Action, though, is the important ingredient in a child's
language. We talk with our bodies Our capacities for
thought and language depend upon our movements and
the freedom of movement allowed us

The actors of the National atre for the Deaf (a part,
of the Eugene O'Neil Memorial Theatre Foundation) de-
pend upon action for their theatre They, in turn. (the
members of the cast are themselves to some degree.
deaf or mute or both) observe carefully screen actors
expressing a preference for such an actor as Spencer
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Tracy because of his eye movement, the expressive qual-
ity of his eyes A friend gives mea birthday present, he
watches my face to see my reaction We talk with our
faces Our movements are")1 language themselves and
are an integral part of our thought end df our spoken
language

At first Vve squirm when our body tells uto squirm We
are squirmers because we need to squirm We soon learn
that in some situations the need to squirm is more appar-
ent than in others and if we notice that we squirm in
a certain situation each time we encounter it, or each
time we approach an approximate situationwe learn to
squirm whether our body says to squirm or not (just as
a child learns to like certain foods and he eats, them
whether his body has asked for them or not) We must
have the stimulation of movement

Or

Imagine for a moment how difficult it would be for you
to speak if yOu could not move 'Movement. is neces-
sarymovement of air, of lungs. 'heart, vocal chords,

est muscles. throat, tongue, jaw, facial muscl, eyes,
eye brows, hands. arms. feet The child who is in bited
from moving cannot speak properly, much less read or
write 7
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LANGUAGE

If we are capable of speech we speak some oral lan-
guage This common tongue is based on the phonemics
we have at birth, but just as no two finger prints are
identical, no two speakers of the same language speak
the exact language of the other since our organization
patterns, our selection of- vocabulary our pitch: our
breath pauses, our inflections ,our geographic locations
are not the same Let us consider for a moment a few
aspects of our spoken language

Private Language
...

How stupid'
That was a crazy thing to do'

_Never again'
Believe me Of all

Pow if this were over here?
What about here No
There Well possibly
But I don't think .

Look at that,
Look at that'
Did you-see that'
Why of air
Beats me'
Idiot'

1i

Have ydu ever watched people driving in cars? If I could
read lips, I know I would learn some new four4etter

i
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vocabulary for screaming at the world behind
safety-plate glass Or, have you eavesdropped on some-
one trying to arrange furniturq, in a room'? Or listened
to someone talking to his television'?

"We carry on conversations with ourselves Monologues
spoken to the air We think aloud (I'm not certain this
is apt for our spoken private talk is one of emotional
epithets warnings to ourselves )

Well. isn't rt a pretty baby
Oh. so cuddly this morning
Where's mama2 Oh. aren t you a pretty thing
Now, now, don't get up there'
A cat's place is on the floor

People talk to animals When I was in Nashville. I fed
the squirrels on the Vanderbilt campus They likd M and
M Chocolate Candiesthe ones that melt in your mouth
and not in your hands I learned to call the squirrels.
with my mouth I made a clicking sound and the squirrels
came Recently I was on Lookout Mountain and a squir-
rel came near the tree where I wasI tried the same
clicking sound but the animal ran away into the woods
Such animal conversations become embarrassing only
when they are observed. for we tend.to change our vo;
cabutaries. our voice quality. and our manner

There is the private language of dreams

A wild black stallion I'd like to catch
They are pretty and fast and hard to catch}
They've got velvet black coats
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And shiny blac)t tails I'd like to
have my very own

Sarah Oppe. age nine

When I was born I wished I was a monkey

Joy' age six

I wish
wish

/wishwell
wish well
wish' thoughtfully OW

-- Vernon Adams. age seventeeli

--There is the private language of children at play Children
make up codes to use over the telephone They pretend
to be speaking a foreign language as they walk down
the street They speak to imaginary playmates

A language too private blocks our conversations.with the
world around us Often, we invent a kind of semi-private
vocabulary peopling it with strange images in order, to
protect ourselves from the world Most people hear at
some point in their childhood. If you talk to yourself
you'll go 'crazy", or, "People who talk to themselves are
crazy Not so' But like everything else /which is human.
carried to extremesyes We all speak several private
languages

Public Language -
Moving between the private languages :-..d the public
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larT§Uage is dialect. We"imic those around us, so that
a person from Mississippi living in Brooklyn will return
home to Mississipp; ....ith a different accent, a language
said differently from those around the speaker in the
South

For me. public language is difficult For instance, I heard
and said "Juhn" for "John", "pin" for "pen" I am
switching from loci sounds and expressions.to a more
standard 'dialect and back Our language is built from
combinations of vowel and consonant 'sounds The
vowels are forever changing soundthe vowel sounds
in Texas are not the vowel sour-ids in Washington Of
particular interest to me is the "er" substitutions and
droppings. so that. "laughter" becomes "iaughta"-tpa-
low" becomes "oilier"

But whether we have distinctive dialects or not, we switch
from private to public and back again depending upon
the degree of intimacy in the relationship In one situa-
tion, It looks as if it were going to rain", in another,
"10°4 like rain"

The bifficulty comes when a child's home language,
one he has learned, is so private that it hinders his ability
to switch to a public language when the situation asks
for a recognizable pronunciation and set of images
Here is a boundary And in order not to establish this as
a ''great wall" the teacher must accept the language of
the child A simple, "I didn't understand what you said,
will you say it again' it much more human than "What'd
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you say, can't understand a word of it?" or, "Don't talk
like that in here". Do we conclude, no- ope ;spoke .as
Shakespeare wrote, therefore, his writing is, not worth
our time? The child needs help i executing 'the turns
between his priVate tongue a e public one, he daes
not need an- eradication of his language

Oh, how good the moon looks. 4

--LAndy Morgan, age sixteen

But more of akof them together,
I love the g 614fri g stars

Karen. Road; elementary

It is the quality of the language spoken that is of concern
to us. The movement Of emotion through the words It

is the honesty expressed It is a difficult process for the
teacherthis distance between a private language and
a public languagebut it is one which merits our con-
cern There are several methods for doing this, one is
modeling I enjoy the game involved:

Child This ain'i no far.
Teacfier Oh, this isn't fair
Child Ain't no far
Teacher; It isn't fair
Child Node .

Stevie, a five-year;old kindergarten pupil, said to me:

My dog -don't catch periftsh:,
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He was dictating a poem to me Suppose I had'stopped
him, where would the poem be'? I'm not certain. But here
in the context of this particular poem it is a sensible group
of words 'A

ME AND MY DOG

Me and my dog
1111

Go fishing

My dog don't catch no fish,
But he swims in the lake.

i
I just fish
with the: fishing pole.

If double negations are not sensible, then why do so many chil-
dren use them'? The child is first negating the action, then negating -

the objecttwa acceptable rules of grammar Only later will he
able to apply the rriPre refined,Aule of double negation

There are other rtore appropriate times to learn about dou.ple
negations For the teacher and the student, I think Mark Twain's
rule is appropriate in most situatiqns-you can break a rule if you.
know you are breaking a rule

411
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Animals Wok at people
With big stera.eyes\
But people look at apimals
With little tiny eyes.
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EARLY
POEM MAKING

Feeling Into Words
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Early Poem Making

If we were able to tap a child's imagination we would
have few worries in the classroom Capturing a child's
imaginings on paper is a difficult and often perplexing
task, but it need not be impossible

SOME PHILOSOPHICAL AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL NOTIONS

Acceptance

If a child does not feel acceptdd, if he does not feel
competent with the language he uses, that child is
doomed to a life of slow-learner classes (There are "slow
learners", but catching on quickly to a new idea, to a
''new situation dues not tell us that much about a child's
intelligence ) One's ability to "catch on ", to express him-
self, to read, to write, to function in the classroom is much
more dependent upon the child's emotional health than
upon. the child's intelligence Nothing is more important
for a child, for any of us, than You Are Acceptable Now,
I may not like what you are doing or some particular
mannerism, but basically, I accept you For the adult,
who has difficulty accepting himself, the acceptance of
another can pose perplexing problems

Today, we find many people "finding themselves" ()hen
forgotten is the gregarious nature of the beastwe are
who we are in relation Our relatedness gives us our
individualnessiWe are individuals to the extent that we

- ,
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are related We cannot "find ourselves" apart from one
another Each of us has a history, a past And it is our
understanding of this past. our acceptance of the past,
that makes the present possible All of us have a past,
few have a present-since the past is dismissed, alien,
alienating us from ourselves, from the present With no
present there is no person

It is defining the-process of the past. this search which
propels and hindersthe -essential process is one of
juxtaposition, positioning 'ourselves against the back-

. drop I am not that: therefore. I am this I am not this.
theref&e. I am that For those of uswilo persistin "find-
ing ourselves" the search is never completed in isolation

The teacher in the classroom cannot eradicate a child's
past, cannot change that past history -The teacher is
presented with the child in the present It is the teacher's
job to help the child with I-tis pastlabeling it, egtablishing
it, interpreting itin order to confirm the present The
teacher says to the child, -You are you I am I We are
we". .

What -dies acceptance entail'? Does one ooh-and-ah
over thq child, saying. '1 accept you. oh, I accept you,
If no, then, in what ways do- we establish the child in
the present'?
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Acceptance of His Language"

The most-readily available means of acceptance on the
teacher's part is the acceptance of the child's language,
gently persuading him toward standard grammit, but
allowing for the back and forth movement from one to
the other The teacher can model a lively language
Teaching the child how to heara child may say and
hear "lopping" for "chopping"

Acceptance of His Imagination

Children imagine all sorts of things-

41)
Pigs eat hamburgers and hotdo and french-
fries They put salt and pepper on their toma-
toes

This information from a group of five-year olds presents
theplay of the language and mind of a childthe substi-
tution for "me" The child who has difficulty talking about
himself could bq engaged in a conversation about ani-
malsit is surprising to see how the animals have the
human characteristics of the child's world.

Pigs eat hamburgers and hotdogs and french-
fries They put salt and pepper on their toma-
tdes Hot pepper and hot pickles burn their
mouths They spit it out and go get two drinks
of water Pigs run and eat They ee onions and
potato chips At night they g o t p bed Pigs
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dream about food Pigs dream about their
mamas and daddys and sisters and brothers
Pigs play with toy ducks and real ducks Real
birds eat and fly

Kim C., Eva. Lisa. Stephanie, Penny. Kim.
David, Dewayne

Accepth'nce of His Fears and Joys
was pretty mad. I was pretty mad when I didn't

get to play With my friends.

.Zeb, age six

I don't feel so hot When my Daddy whips me
at home I don't feel so hot.

Lesley, age six

I'd be king. Kings boss everybody around. I boss
people around sometimes. It makes me feel real
good.

Craig, age six
All the emotional trauma experienced by the adult world
cAn be found concentrated in the lives of children If
children are to be able to share with you these, then,
you, as the adult in the classroom, cannot say to the
children (directly or through inferehce), "No one should
feel like that" If no one should feel this way thi3n, why
does the child, do we as humans feel in these ways?
Putting feelings outside us, talking about them, writing
them down, making poems out of them allows a kind
of expurgation on the one hand and a cultivation on the
otherAichever is important for the individual involved
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Hate. love, fear. joy are basics in our existence They
propel or stop us It we are to "preserve" them, if we
opt to be full rather than half 'people, we havekto admit
our feelings, express them abd work them out in commu-
nity.

The child who screams, "I hate your'. IS he to be given
a slap across the face? Defining what is hateable is an
important pirt of growth, of living There is no love with-
out hateno real living without opposition The full child
is_ the child in juxtaposition, one who has not had his
feelings turned in upon himself

A survey of the classroom is an excellent tool for dis-
covering feelings In a first grade class, I interviewed each
child The children' were in various groups of activ-
itysome were doing a manuscript lesson, others were
in a reading group. others were coloringso that the
interview was conducted without loss of working control
in the classroom and without upset tO the schedule of
activities. I simply asked each child, "How do you feel?"
Then, we discussed these feelings I wrote down the
children's responses. typed them up. and returned all
of them on a mimeo sheet entitled, Our Feeling Reader,
leaving space on the paper for t -ir .rawings

See Carson McCuners The Ballad of the Sad Ca Elizabeth
Bowel. The Death of the Heart Theodore Roethke, P.. To My
Sister Or any psychological case history of inhibited feelin s
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OUR FEELING READER
(From Mrs Morris' First Grade Class,
Signal Mountain Elementary Schboly

David S I feel fine as new I like to jump in
leaves I would play in the leaves, play dead
man It would feel awful to be dead. "Dead man,
dead -man. come alive." and then you try to
catch them If you catch them they have to be
the dead man

Karen / was a mouse in the play I felt funny
like a mouse eating flour I would hide in a hole
if I was a mouse I would play Chase I would
chase a friend If I caught my friend he would
chase me

Jamie When I have a lot to do I feel fine Wofk,
brick masonry, building race cars are fun as
riding bicycles and racing I have a little track
where I race. The bike is hard to handle. My
stomach grows when I go down a hill

Joy Awful, Makes me want to go to bed In bed,
I would play with monkeys They go to sleep
They dream of other monkeys playing in trees
If I was a monkey I would play in trees, play
hopscotch and wmprope When I was born I
wished I was born a. monkey

A

in this same class the diddren and i wrote a group poem 1

received pictures and stories from each of them

.
.t
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David B . If I were crazy I would go and hide..
I wouldn't,want anyone to hear me. I would talk
to myself.

Cindy- I feel funny. I feel funny when my Daddy
steps on a. jack. I feel funny when somebody
tickles me: When I was in the play I felt funny.
I felt like a big balloon because I had on two
things, a maxie and an apron. I doryt know how
I feel right now. I Aould like to feel like a doll.

Stahl- When I get real mad at my sister I hit
her with my shoe. I hit my Daddy when I get
mad at himwhen he turns me upsidedown by
the legs

Zeb. I was pretty mad. I was pretty mad when
I didn't get to play with my friends. I'm mad
when somebody hits me in the knuckles.

Craig. I'd be king Kings boss everybeey
around I boss people around sometimes.lt
makes me feel real good.

Lesley- I don't feel so hot. When my Daddy
whips me at home I don't feel so hot. When
I get hit with rotten eggs I don't feel so hot.
When the sun's real hot I go barefooted

%.
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Robin I feel like a cat climbing a tree He's
trying to catch a bird If I caught a bird I'd put
it in a cage The bird would feel funny because
he .vasn't outside When I'm outside I play I

play with my sister We play Chase and some-
times Freeze Tag I feel like I'm sleepy I want
to try to stay awake.

j
Deed W. / would like to be riding a motor-

, cycle on the road to Disneyland I would make
my mpney by making something like an egg,
a gold egg. I could sell the egg for two dollar.S.
I would sell it to Con. She would keep -it.

-Billy / would like to be playing cowboys Cow
boys kill people It wouldn't feel good to be
killed I wouldn't like to be killed But I wouldn't
kill nobody, lust shoot animals except horses,

.
I woulf I n t shoot them. I wouldn't shoot nothing
like a horse. I would ride a horse to home I
would keep it on the Point. I'd give it water and
feed everyday.

Michael When I fell from the barn I felt like I
was going to break my arm I felt terrible, like
nopody was going to help me I thought my
brother would step on my hands.
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Scott I went fossil hunting and boy, was it hot
I hunted for fossils A fossil feels like rock I
found so many I keep fossils and army men
in my room They can shoot the enemy They
hide behind the fossils. How do you think a shell
would feel?

Con I feel good when I go outside and play
I play hopscotchyou jump when you play I

go look at flowers that's blooming in our yard.
It makes me feel good as a flower blooming
outside in the grass I would say 'Hello' to a
robin

JOhnny. We found a dead fox. It would feel bacet r
to get shot It would feel sort of dizzy and real,
real pain as much pain as you ever have. I have
pain a few times at school, sometimes my head'
gets real pain.

Stacy: It feels sort-a good to get a message.
If I got a message I would want to hear good
thingslike telling people that it's always spring,
saying it's almost Easter I want to hear some-
thing happy like seeing a play or seeing a per-
son

Doyle: I would like. to be fishing 'cause it's
spring. It feels fun as playing hide-and-go-seek
It feels as good as playing Chase. I would like
to be a bird I would fly in the sky to a tree
I would build a nest and lay
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Terry- I-don't know how I feel. I don't know how
I feel at homejustsitting around and watching
TV At school, we,go out at recess and we have
to work math problems sometimes It makes me
feel like I'm just doing work. When I go swim-
ming it feels good, it feels cool and sometimes
I go under water like a shark. A shark feels like
he's hungry

A POEM REQUIRES TALK

For any child, reading. and talking are essentials Read
to them at every chance Let them see you reading
novels, essays, poems, newspapers, whatever you like
to read. If you have a rest period after lunch when the
room is quietspend your time reading something for
yourself We learn by observing and by doing

Read to the children aloudat least three or four times
each day. Read short poems, short books Make reading
a pleasure Cultivate the art of storytelling. Memorize
poems and recite them to your class. Children are
amazed to find you reeling off something like Kubla
Khanthey do not have to understand Coleridge in order
to find the sounds produced in his poem exciting One
of my fondest memories of childhood is hearing my
mother go about her work in the house reciting mono-
logues from Shakespeare and Milton's L'Allegro and II
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Penseroso. These recitations caused me to stop- and
hear, to listen to the English language F was reminded
of them again this summer when' Mrs. Thelma Gray, a
first grade .teacher recounted to a wcrkshop her early
elopUtion lessong and then recited to theclass "a read-
ing" Her void took on the character Rerts, her body
movedthe entire room of adults sat af ?apt .attention.
Can yoti imagine what this sort of thing means to a group
or children?

Often the best story can.turn into a. contest i will
Johnny be still and quiet' so that I can fini be-
cause you like a particular story, do not expec chil-
dren to find it interesting.) In most, caSes, if you practice
the, art of story telling, no matter What story you are
reading, it -will be exciting. One thing of importance to
remember when co , when reading, When tellingpg
a story

p
the child quietly, staring at you may be

the child in the midst of a daydream whereas the child
squirming about, looking out the windoW may be giving
.you' his closest attention.

es

A poem. requireetalk. A poem asks for our errs and our
voices. A poem asks us to experience with'our emotions.

'The child's Speech is close to poetry and often is a poem

-,

I went fossil hunting and boy, was it hot. I
hunted for fossils. A fossil feels like rock. I found
io many. I keep fossils and army men' in my
room. 'They can shoot the enemy They hide

I
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behind the fossils How do you think a shell
would feel?

Scott, age si).

If we are to hear the .childr'en, we must listen to them.
We must value their words.

Sit down with ti-te child, on the floor, on his level and
talk not with this in maid, "Now here is what I hope to
produce'' but simply talk with him:

. . .

What did you do over the weellend?

I went fossil hunting and boy, was it hot!

Where did you go?

4 hunted for fossils.
4.

Tell me about fossilshowztdoes a fossil feel?0

' ?
A fossil feels like rock. I found so many. ,

Where'will you keep them?

I keep the fossils and army men in my room

Ijpw do they communicate? Do you suppose they talk
aftet you have one to sleep?

.

I

Tt *tan shoot the enemy. They hide behind
the fossils. , . 4 ,

, 4
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Tti'ey shoot bullets?

How do you think a shell would feel?

Here is a beginnirq. The student takes on the role of
the teacher, "How, do you think a shell would feel?" He
begins to question, 'to articulate his feelings And with
this last question from the child, an entrance for poetry
is made. A shella fossil? a gullet' With shell, with.:
feel,the child can begin to play with his language

While the child talks, I write down his responses and
my questions. We read them together (his responses)
and the child decides which he wants to keep, and in
what organization he will place them. Whatever response
he makes is acceptableI am saying to him, "I value
your language. I value our talk. I value your feelings."

Lei' us analyze.this conversation further

The questioning is conversational; that is, if the child
dogs not answer with further information after the same `'
question is phrased differently, the question is switched,
since the teacher in the situation is not "fishing" for
particular answers The questions are more open-ended.
For, if to the question "Where did you go?", the child
had answered, "I went to a cave", the questioning would
follow the child. Neither is in a controlling positionthe
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child responds to the questions, but the questions follow
the responses It would be appropriate after some time
to shape this conversation into a poem of sorts

I hunted for fossils
I found so many
At fossil feels like rock.
How do you thinker would feel?

Ask the child to read what you have written (the conver-
sation), return the conversation to him in typed -
paragraph form; ask him to study it and to decide what
the most important lines are for him. Return the conver-
sation to him in line form; ask him to choose the most
important lines. Return these to him, call'them a poem

A POEM IS RHYTHM

The essential of any poem is some rhythmically vital
language A poem does not need formal meter or rhyme
to be a poem (though many children prefer to hear this
strongly rhymed verse). A rule of thumb for the early
yearsstrong-rhythmed pieces with some rhyme. to be
read and said, freer forms when the child is composing
his own poem Until one is a fairly sophisticated user
of the language, rhyme tends.to apprOpriate all the child's
energyhe forgets his feelings and ideas in order to
rhyme the next line

The child's speech patterns are rhythmical. In order to
is,

1
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point this out to him more clearly, try this: Speak 'slowly
pronouncing each syllable distinctly, giving each syllable
the same stress; so that, if you were tapping your foot
every syllable, no matter how long or short in normal
speech, would get the same stress and time duration.

glIM =t AIM =NNE ZW71
711/ 11111 NEIN MEMr NV /M" JEW A MI JI=W

a po em is rhy thm

After this-demonstration, ask a child to say something
to you, or select a particular obervation made by a child
after -listening to your new way of speaking; such as,
"That sure sounded funny" Ask five or six children to
say this, one at a time. Now, ask if there are other ways
to say this line. Point out the rhythm of our languagewe
all say the line, "That sure sounded funny", w,th approxi-
mately the same stress on the sam- -yllables Have the
children say lines, trying to slow down in the middle or
at the end.

r

L.Latt4=eU
a po em is rhy thm a po em is rhy thm

You might substitute claps for the words. 'X' is a clap.'

X XX X

is ,thy thm
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Try this with any poem the class knows

In the child's speech there are rhythmist patterns In. a .

conversation between David, a child of five, and myself,
we discussed snakes. I wrote down his first line-r

I saw four snakes in my while life

Tell me about the first one

One was a copper head (lead mein the road

Here, a list was beginning, so I asked. "and the second
'one" His reply,

Two wa _out at Northgate Mall

Such a list consists of repetition and repetition estab-
lishes form, establishes rhythm We came up with this

/ saw four snakes in my whole life
One was a copperhead dead out in the road
Two was out at Northgate Mall
Number Three was a black racer chasing my

Grandmother.
Four was d garter snake in the back of my yard
Five was another garter snake in Nancy's back,
1 yard.:_
S.

For David Lambert and myself this is a poem It is his
language Now, as the teacher, I pointed out to.Davd
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some of the things he had done You made a list You
repeated certain words, certain patterns You varied your
pattern in line four, this makes your list more interesting
to hearyou surprised us After our initial writing, we
could have gone back to this list and described feelings
concerned with ttie various snakes mentioned

r
Whether the child is a reader of the printed word or not.
the child benefits from seeing his words written on the
page My reported this exclamation from an irate
mother, "Now don't you let Jane fool youshe's not
reading' She memorizes the book That's a strange
"put-down" Many children lear read in such a wayrizerii...
This mother gives no recogNtion to ow powerful a tool
memory is Children memorize stories read to them. If
you have ever read a story several times to a small child.
haven't you noticed how the child flf this is a favorite
story or book) can say to you You skipped that page",
or, 'You did not read all of this page'-'?

We are all readers from birth We survey our environment..
We read it Simply because a child.isn't reading from
a primer is no reason to say he is not reading or to feel
handicapped win it comes to writing and poetry You.
can write down his words. and show them to him YOu
can' have some other child in the room read them, or
you can read them yourself

Here is a list I recorded after asking a group of e h t

five-year olds this question. "If you could be an a al.
what would you be/" The elements of poetry are and
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in the language of every child, and it is from this natural
formthe listthat a poem can be built.

If I could be an animal I'd be
A big giant cat.
A mean alligator.
A terrible snake and real long
A wild dog.
A good elephant,
A strange horse
A yellow bird
just a dog

To make the list more interesting we went back and
thought of some adjectives, so that, instead of cat, alliga-
tor snake. we got big giant cat, mean alligator, terrible
snake

Such a list lends itself to the making of a book

.Steps in the making of a book

1 Materials needed paste board or card board or poster
board glue, tape, staples. yarn or string, construction rtJ

paper Binding can be as simple or as complicated as
you want to make it Use whatever materrals you have
at hand The back boards and spine of the book can
be covered with coolact paper or wall paper or fabric
If akl the children in your room are included, you might
end up your school year with a library of children's
_booksbooks written, edited, bound by ct)ildren
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2 Place the backs about two inches apart and measure
string. making certain the string is the proper length

3 Punch two or three holes through the pages of the
manuscript and tie the string in each hole leaving equal
amounts on either side of the knot

eSo

4. Place your material, paper or whatever you have de-
cided to use tc cover the cardboard, under each board
and cut out'around the board leaving enough material
to wrap the edges of the board Paste the material to
the board and press
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5. To cover the insides
of the boards use a
piece of colored paper
and paste in place over
the edges of the mate-
rial

6. The boards are ready to
be joined with a wide strip
of any suitable tape (book
binding tape is best).
Press the tape' to the out-
side of the boards leaving
about an inch

7. between the boards for the manuscript Br g the
edges of the tape over each end and press to inside of
cover. Place the manuscript
to this tape spine and press.
Attach the strings to either
side with additional strips of
tape. You have a bound vol-
ume.
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A LANGUAGE COMES ALIVE IN DRAMA

With abundant talk and encouragement Marcia, David
S . Kim, Earl, Shelly, Eva, David L , Penny, Kent, Allica,
Dewayne and Tina composed a play This group of five-
year olds had no trouble coming up with ideas for the
play They were not sure what a play was, but they wanted --.

to try one

V

In such an undertaking, I found it necessary to follow
the children rather than to ask them to do this or that
A child would come up with a line and then with question-
ing on my part other lines would follow from other chil-
dren In this particular kindergarten class we had talked
a great deal about animals Here is the short play; It is
not an accomplished piece, but an example of a first
effort with no revision after performance 3 I typed the play
and mimeographed it for the teacher with these sugges-
tions If you are able to involve older students in your
classroom, have them practice the play with their teacher
and with you Let your students make the masks and
the scenery Ask the older students to come into your
classroom and give the play with you acting as the mod-
erator When they have finished, ask your students to
complete the action, suggesting lines to the older stu-
dents Bring all the characters onto the stage (the rug)
and let them discuss with your students what is going
to happen,:what has taken place. and "What would 'you
do or say"

Mrs Brown s Kindergarten Class Spring Creek School
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THE ANIMALS
....

Characters. Boy 1, Snake, Monster, Soy 2. Lion and Tiger,
Monkey, Gorilla, Girl, Mama Snake

Setting: The Woods

Scerie One: Two Boys are walking thrLgh the' woods

Boy', 1: I'll climb a tree and stay away from all the animals

Boy 2' 1'11 run away track home:

Sna44i- (coming out of the weeds) I'll bite you! S-s-s-s-s-

s-s-s-s-s-s-s-si Snakes can (climb trees.

Boy 1: Get away from me' I'll climb another tree (The
Snake crawls away, but a monster jumps out from behind
a tree)

Monster- I'll get you I'm gonna get you'
...

Boy 1: I will throw a knife at you. If I were a witch I'd.
light up a big fire, get some on a stick and point it at
you (The monster runs away )

Boy 2 If I had an electric airplane, I could get away
I'll fly in a helicopter 11---,1 see a lion or a hin tiger. (A

lion and a big tiger,stick their heads out of the tall swamp
grass )

The Lion Gr-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-ri
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The Tiger. Gr-r-r-r-r-r-rr-r-r-r-r-r!

The Monkey (running by) 0-o-o-o-o-o-oh'

Scene Two The Boys meet a gorilla

The Gorilla I'll peel you like a banana. OD00-0-0-0-0-
000001

Boy 2. I have a scary mask and I'll scare you!

Boy 1 I'll put on a devil mask like my brother's. (The
Gorilla runs away after Boy 1 pulls out the mask and
puts it on )

Scene Three A girl joins the boys
./

Girl. Get off that mask and go with me'h,l)niing things!
, *

Boy 2 Yeah! III go.one way.
s

Boy 1 I'll go another way You, two, go together

Girl. I'll go by myself
7

Scene Four. The Girl meets a snake and its mothe

Snake I'll bite you

Girl I'll go get a gun and really shoot you!

Snake I'll run home I'll tell the other animals to run
home
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dirk You can't stop me from killing you

Snake-. I'll run away and tell my Mama Snake to come
eat you. (The Snake runs away and as the Girl starts
to leave:)
Mama Snake S-sis-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s'

Girl S- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s -s -s" ..(They stare at one an-
other.) Please can I be yOur friend'?

-:,

Mama Snake S-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s

Girl. (Class completes the draiiitt)
..

A CHILD'S POETRY IS A CHILD'S
LANGUAGE

It pehooves a teacher of young children to take dictation
whenever possible, to use this material in the teaching
of reading andin the honoring of the child's langUage.

Here are a few samples of children's language I wrote
them while sitting in a classroom of five-year olds Notice
how exciting and fresh-sounding the language is.

Me and my brother Mike went out in the woods
and saw the same snapping turtle When Mike
was at school, me and Mama 'founrt a Wow
one in the yard two parrs were travelling
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Dad pulled a Oho le spine out of the trout fish's
bone That was its back bone.

Tigers, elephants, snakes, alligator's,, frogs and
roostersthey get in their thing, their barn, their -,
cage when it's snowing.

_ Beastan animal, a biganee.

, He 'drinks milk. t-le likes cornbread. I. didn't
name it yet. The teddybear is blue with d red
face. You know where I gQt it? At the fair. 1 won
the teddybear and § fish, but it died. Them other
people put green water in there and it died. The
teddybears go out and play in the yard. They
fide bicyclesup and down the pasture. They
go to the barn. Horses live in the barna whole
bunch of horses. I had some but we gave them4 away

1..

.Cows run in the woods: Black cows run when.you get close to them They eat grass.

,,,f 1 .

With repetition, some qu'estioning on the teeter's part
lit oncerning The child's feelings, and the .eXeiting lan-
guage of the childa poem is made,. s.

I

In another kindergarten class, I conducted picture inter-
views with all the children in the classroom

Y
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I took paper, markers (large ones and small/oneswe
all write with different instruments, I allowed the children
to select their own), andlizree'questions.

My first direction.was. Draw 4 Picture of your:self. Yourself
right now, just as you are

I

I

4 o

Then, I asked three questions, arid recorded the re-
sponses.

.
I".

1. Tell me about "our picture.

''' That's his pa
his mouth. His

hirt His two eyes and.f

2 What ar.you doing? 4

I'm running, tryingrying tolitch some dy We're playing
Chase - .,

3. How do you feel?
.

'II .1 feel happy..

I, .
.

A
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Ed, age six, was asked to come back the next day. Today,
he took the larger marker so the next day, I asked him
to draw with the smaller marker to see what differences
this would make with Ed. He was very comfortable my,
the smaller one and his picture of himself was stable.
We decided to talk some more and to "tell me a poem
about your picturewh?t are you doing?".

o

MY BICYCLE

Riding bikes
Feels like ridingltraini
Ldng, long time ago
I was setting down
And iwent through some woods
(the train). I looked around
I saw some wooden Indians,
a house tha,t had cowboys outside
and then we went beck.

The wind is just like cold.
It makes me feel good
Just like the moon

The dialogue between Ed and myself turned into h's
poem I have not alfered any of his words or edited the
words in any way other thin arranging them in lines as

R
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he spoke theinto me This Imp arrangement made sense
at the time he said them:

Here are other poems written in trie same manner I think
this kind of poem writing is very excitinga kind of bood-
ing between teacher and student, between adult and
child.

THE LAUGHING GIRL

She's laughing
She said, "It's funny
Its a good day."

The wind blew her hair
And she laughed.

Rhonda, age six'

'Each child was asked to' title his poem and to read it wqh me
Some children may want to memorize their words
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AT THE LAKE

Ride rides'
Swing high'

Go up high'
Go down fast'

I splash in the blue water,
I see fishes swimming.
I see waves making noise.

1

Swim in the bottom of it
And look, for gold 1.

I

,---Th

2-

; Floyd. age six

.

1
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ME AND SANDY AC) LAMAR %,

Sandy'comes over
When Amy's not there
She brings Lamar over
He's Sandy's brother

Me and Sandy play
We are the robbers.

s'
Lamar shouted, "Hey!
What'd you do that for)"

Me and Sandy play jump rope

Sandy leaves me
/And I go in to eat supper
I feel a little bit sad.

Kim, age six

k 73\ i
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THE TEACHER MUST BE OPEN TO THE
POSSIBLE

Bill, age five, brought an assortment of dough models
he had made andills mother had baked I asked him

Jo tell me abcKit each of the items He asked to draw
them. One, he called "man in flowers" I asked him to
tell me a poem about this particular one He%greed

THE M,,'N IN FLOWERS

The man in flowers
Is sitting down.

4

/

. .-

He's thinking of spiders
They got legs,
lots of legs

And on their stomachs
they make their nests

The man in flowers
is thinking he's in the army

He thinks he's gonna get shot
in the head.

The man in flowers
is gonna get up and go home

..., .11.110
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From the stimulus of the child's own dough figure, he
fashioned a poem of simple profundity '

0

A POEM IS A TOWN MEETING

Group Poems were substituted when there was not
enough time to have individual conferences with each
child The Group Poem turns out to be a kind of town
meeting requiring thought and participation. It focuses
again on the children's language.

The teacher's job is to mold the various ideas offered
into a poem through several steps group discussion, vote
on topic for poem, lines suggested by the children are
recorded on the board, Blass discussion on form and
manner in which the lines will be incqrporated into a
poem

FOG

Peeping through the covers at the fog
While the smoke, flies through the air
It goes out the doors, in the cracks
And through the moving elevators
Outside, where the sun burns it up
The wind moves very slowly
It is water, it is air, it is fire,

I have read Bill's poem at several of my poetry readings It moves
each audience It is unexpected_ Too often the adult world does not
listen to the insides of the child
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It is smoke Its a ball of wind
Where the sun burns the sky

This poem was composed on a rainy day by a group
of thirty-three second graders It is their poem I _acted'
as recorder of the lines and as moderator in the class
discussion

Playing with words, hearing them spoken aloud, seeing
them written down and realizing that they themselves
have made a poem creates an atmosphere of delight
among the children. within the classroom,

(

In his book. Wishes, Lies and Dreams, Kenneth Koch
tells of his experiences with what he calls "Class Collab-
orations" where each child is asked to contribute one
written line and then the collection of lines is read aloud
as a poem This is one possibility In another, a classroom
I visited, the teacher had the children to write poems
for special holidays She would ask one child to give
her a line and then the child who could think of a line'
to rhyme with the first line would give her bis line, etc
It is important for the teacher to take the method which
works in her classroom

I have found the Group Poem to be a very good beginning
for almost any classroom in the elementary grades. Here
are other examples _._.,--

A kindergarten group poem, written after they had lis-
.
4.
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tened to recordings of whales. I began. "Tell me about
the whale"

,

THE WHALE
.1

The whale is bigger than this room,
c About two thousand inches

He eats little baby fish
When he is hungry. For lunch,
He eats fish and bread.

. People throw the bread in
He pops hiS little 04 out

t, And water will come out
He will find his way back home
He lives down at the bottom
Of the sea in a cave

The whale stays around
Atter supper because he is lazy
He's just lazy Whenhe- gets lazy
He goes home and takes a nap
And when he gets good .
He goes out and plays:
(Are whales danger-ouS7)
I know the name of a whale
He's white and black
He's a killer whale .

Iri a second grade -classroom, I read some children's .
poems from Richard Lewis' Miracles concerning weather
I had chosen these poems because 'cif the foggy morning
outside the classroom The circus was also coming to
town We combined these ideas and the children spoke

this poem %.

- ,
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THE CIRCUS IN THE FOG

Jump off a bed! fr

Jump.on a lion,
Lions and tigers with fog on their noses,.
Jump on the ceiling and walk upsidedown.
Ride a camslr
Ride on the *high wire across the wall into he

town.
Be a clown in the fog
Use a flashlight,
Pull the clown clothes out the elephant's trunk
Jump on the animals and ride around.
Be friendly with them
And love the tiger

A group of first graders wrote about elephants

TRUNK, TRUNK

The ones with tusks
Suck water up their pink, soft noses
Elephants do Do you9
They wash themselves with their grey noses.
They spray cold water with their trunks.
And in their dreams they walk in ponds

Every group of children with whom I worked was fas-
cinated with snakes Here are some of their snake poems.
The poems are made from 'questions and answers. I

voiced the questions` I wrote the responses together as
a poem The only editing' going on in these poems is
the decisions of the childrenwhich lines to use If a
child had volunteered a line and the rest' of the class
didn'tiike it, I would come back.to the child asking him
I
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to give us the line again for now I thought it was the
time to use it, or 1 would ask him to give us another line.
Sometimes I would combine two lines into one and write
thsiline upon the board, then turn to the class and ask
if this was the right idea, if this sounded. better, or was
it better to make it two lines. I usually ended.up. having
to erase my editorializing

Except for "The Dirty Worm", all the following snake
poems are by second grade classes. "The DirtyWorm, '

was written by Tony, Mark, LeAnne, Mike, Keita, Kathy, 2

Lisa, Donnachildren from an elementary remedialfead-
ing.group

*THE-SNAKE_,THAT SINGS_
fa.

S-s-s-s-S-S,s, the snake sings
With a humming sound.
He couldn't live under a boulder
In the water, under the ground.
Because the dirt ;Would melt away,
The water would ink his holitin
He wouldn't have a way tyget out

A SQUIRMY, NOISY, SNEAKY SNAKE

4

Geese, cats and snakes "go
Herbie the Snake climbs treesorange, apple

and peach.
Goosey the Goose protects her eggs.
Mitten the Cat takes care of her babies
And Herbie Keeps his taggs warm

Snakes, cats and geese swim in still, dangerous
lakes.

.79
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COPPERHEAD

A Snake with orange, black and white
Sings in the morepg, the evening and at night
He sings s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s-S7s-s-s-s-s-s-s-s
In the morning, afternoon and in the dark night.,

4 '

THE DIRTY WORM

The dirty worm digs holes,
Gets dirty, goes swimming,
Gets marred and climbs on the grass.
The dirty4lbrm gets stepped on.

. He dies.

40 4
THE BEST WAY IS TO SAY ,/,,^$ MANY 40,
POEMS AS POSSIOLE) ,
Choose some bobk of children's poems,stich as Mira-
cles, or Here I Am' and read poems froth these to the
children in your cla'ssroom, read title and chtld's name
and agechoose poems written by.children whose ages
approximate the ages of the children in your room.' The
next step- You are poets, too. Let's write. (Verbatiratuo-
tations from the poeMs the children have heard are je-

4tainly acceptable.)

Choose some books of strongly rhythmed pieces such
as The Tall Book, of Mother Goose or Roethke's I Am!

. Says the Lamb, picking up on any interesting rhythm§
in the children's writing.t and the rhythms in the printed
poems.
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Basic rhythms are iambs and trochees
x / and I x. These are the basic rhythms of the English
language. Other common patterns are x x / and / x ./.
Any time a child is asked to write about his feelings, he
will, in most instances, produce a part of himself, a sub-
stantial piece.

OTHER GROUP POEMS, POEMS
WRITTEN BY FIRST AND SECOND
GRADERS

ANIMAL DREAM

A purple square dachshund
With three eyes and a round tail
Was chasing some cars
The dog ,said, "ruf, wolf, er-er-erf,"
as he cased the blue,and black Chrysler.
He jumped on a brown automobile:
He jumped on a motor cycle
And took off

GOOD NIGHT DREAM

Open the door, go on out the door,
Walk in the snow, walk in the pasture,
Walk in the 'school. We will write
Sentences, McDonald:s, scribbles
And "Go Home" We go to the bus stop,
We take a bath, brush our teeth,
Say our prayers and go to sleep
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THE LONG-LEGGED SPIDER

Creepy Crawly crawled sway
To catch a fly eating lunch
She layed an egg
With thousands of eggs and spiders inside.
"Lay down the drawbridge fly," said the spider.
He said, "OK" and flew away.
"Goodbye for a year," said the spider.

THE SPIDER IN A JAR
The spider writes his best friend's name
His name is Spark-,
He is covered with spots,
He glows in the dark,
He hunts for bugs or goes to sleep,
He dreams about his friends.

THE DEA Y 'SPIDER

G Black widows are usually black,
Or about brown

It. They at" black
With a red spot on their back.
His back looks like a black ribbon,
Like a car tire.
At night he makes a'web like a ball
With designs all oyer.

`'MYFjTLi THE TURTLE
ii.yrilstays.otit of the water
She cleans 'hous
sAlb cleans her ll
With her soapy ail.
S q;ops The floor
Wi her little tail ** .

Befpre she goes to bed
She\covers,up her head.

11
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She dreams of

a fish qnde fly
a waterbug and a spider

,)_And a big, aid, black mosquito
Who says,

"Get to work
And cleqri up the hOuse

41.

.THE pEAUTIFUL GREEN WORLD.
We like to play in the yard,
The school, the playground
We like to play school.
We like' to play hopscotch
In the green griss where flowers live

TABLES AND CHAIRS
Wherl the lights are turned off
The tables and chairs dream
They are goihg away, to the woods
They yo into the'ground and find

, Roots and worms, sand and dirt,
SnailS and snakes, and ant holes.
T hop man chops them down
ANT takes them to the house
'Where they nyaRe wood.

.1

DAYS OFF
.Dogs sleep all day.
Cats play all dak
Sometimes day seems forever.
Puppies jump on company
The dog is newhe, doesn't know.
Cats jump on oilier cats cats fight inside.
DogS and cats go on summer vacations to the

f lake
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PILLOW

.go

White chicken feathers .4
Laying on the ground,
Turning different colors
Gold, silver, gray and brown.

Leaves and feather look alike.
When they're stacked together
There's a Oho le bunch of them
And they're shaped like a leaf.

-,
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People and animals are alike
If you sep them run
Through the night

J
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DEVELOPING
WRITERS

, Stepping from Self to Others

I
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Developing Writers

Sensitivity to the world around us is a quality of living
which is often forced out of us as it is developing, or
it is a quality never learned Until he teams his grammar
lessons (and often after the lessons-are learned) a child,
says "ME' first! Me and you, me and my friend, me and
my sister

We have a difficult time stepping out of ourselveswit-
ness this attempt

I WROTE A POEM

1

Once there was a cotton patch
Icriit was a good patch. too--

Only if it was still there.
2-

A cotton patchlittle flOwersf
We playedhide-and,seek.
Ishid behind a bunch of blanches
With cotton on it
3
I love cotton so very much
And I wish I was it

Jay Webb., age nine

/ is important Most important We tend to identify, to
relish books written in the first person t e poem con-
taining / becomes the reader The /allows,participation,
invites the reader to become the rof the poerri

/ gm
or ,
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For a child to write, he must be given the freedom to
write his feelings and to write them poorly, to misspell,
to forget his grammar rules, It is easier to say to the child,
"Now, today we are writing, using this formula, 'I am

because ", but it is much morerewarding
for the child and the teacher if a bit of frustration is
introduced: "Today, we are writing about feelings How
do you feel?" Asking the child to come up with his own
form, his own word and line arrangement; giving the child
some responsibility Otherwise, one ends up with thirty
like-poems, a boring sameness. If the teacher is aware
of the frustration toleration limits of the children in the
room, he can give aid to'those children who have a very
difficult time with their writingnot with ideas, but with
the skin of putting a word down. After asking, "How do
you feel?" ask such questions as, "Have you ever felt
tics way before?" If you are sad, how sad are you?"
14 you are happy, how happy'?" "Is there anyone or

anything in the world which feels like you do?" "Let's
write a poem Tell me how you feel

Suppose a child wrote

I am tired

Follow this kne with, "How tired are you?" "What do
you do when you are ,tired ?"
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I'm tired.
I could sleep
A hundred nights at once
Could you sleep that long'?
Could your

David P , age nine

When are you happy"

It's a good feeling
When the teacher says.
"You may go out Or
You get an Aon your report card

Getting a'rabbit, or
Your dog having puppies Now,
You are ten years old
It's a good feeling

TaMmy. age nine

Often, 1 suggest to children they put a frame around their
poem Tammy chose "It's a good feeling"this framing
of the-poem gives it shape and sets it apart as a com-
pleted piece. a record ..

I don't feel like anything
Just plain nothing,
I feel like nothing,
Nothing at all

Hilda King, age nine

A very simple statement of boredom, of ennui, of transi-
tion, of feeling like myselfthe ambiguity or connotations
of the piece make it a poem; the repetition of "nothing".
the honestylorthe emotion expressed

t
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Other feeling poems:
I feel like a passage way
With people walking along me
When I eat: I feel like lots of diamonds
Sparkling in the cave When I go swimming
In the ocean, I feel like a frozen ice cube
Link M M. age eight

I have a feeling for a watermelon
I have a feeling for a pony
I have a feeling for a fish
I have a feeling for animals
I haVe-a feeling for a boy
I have a feeling for a dog
I have a feeling for Daddy
I have a feeling for Mother
I have a feeling for everything
The world makes me happy
Everything in the world makes me happy
You can sit in the world

Paul C , age .eight

I want to get away from them
I want to get away ,

I want to go to the Mountains.
.

Dewayne G , age eight

-Awful,
,Makes me want lo go tO bed,
In bed: I would play with monkeys
They go to sleep They dream --
Of other monkeys playing in trees
If I was a monkey I would play in trees,
Play hopscotch and iumprope
When I was born I wished I was a moilikey.
Joy. age six

.

l
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I AM GOING TO CRY

I got a spanking and I cried. _

Tears Fame from my eyes
I went-outs;;Je and-played
King of the Mountain I played House.

. And I get dizzy on a high hill.

Group Poem. Elementary Reading
FEELINGS

I would liks to be playing cowboys
Cowboys kill peo le
It wouldn'tfeel go d to, Killed.
I wouldn't like to ille(i. But
I wouldn't kill ripbckdy
Just shoot anin*IS except horses,-
I wouldn't -shoPt.therh:

,l'wathan't sabot nothing like a horse.
;-- - I would ride a horse to home.

4 would keep ii gn the Point.
I'd give it water and feed every day
Billy, age six

FISHING

Fishing is a fun thing
It's the happiest thing
If you catch p'ne.
I like to catch
James Smith, age nine

I am.gladl am in my family
I love my sister --
I love my daddy
I love my mother
in love my 'dog
My clog is black atjd white.
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In the classrobm, these are so manythingS' to learn we
do not have time for feelrngs!'or very little time Children
soon, learn aduils have a difficult-time with feelings,-and
adults become nervous when achild:expresses feelings
contrary -to the ones which the .adult thinks the child
should have. Wouldn't the world be -a much more or-
ganized place if we were all stoics? '

,.

. Emotions, feelings*.change. They become fixed only when
the organism has becomelriverled. Children, if you can
obServe them before the pfOtess of inversion has taken
over, acknowledge thislactthey catr fight with 'another

_child one minute and the next moment be best of kiends,,
the child's feelings are-more concentlated- than the
adult's: for the adult has learned. to "control" himself,;"
If the child is to be a healthy adult he'must be_ allowed
to expreSs firs feelingsif not in tearing up the. room,

mot , inpainting, words: in poetry, in'play, in games.
*Play is the most'empprtant activity in a ,chil'd's lifehere,
he creates his-own universe and peoples it with his char-
Acters 'All art'is play

1..

LONELY

"

I am lonely
I never stay at one school
For more Than two years
I am lonely.
I miss my old friends
I am lonely
Theie isnothin o do
Without frie s

ce. age ten

f
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HOW I FEEL

I feel sad and lonely
I feel sick
Sometimes I wish I was dead, dead, dead

go to my room and lie down on my bed,
My bed is soft, my room is pretty

If you've ever been This way
You know what I mean

tiIf a child is allowed to feel, o experience all the emotions
openly, then he does no egrudge Others their feelings
and he can "feel" for othersnot a pity and sorrowing
for, but a 'stepping out

.-

ME

I, am me
I like things
Like rocks and stars
And animals
I do.

ShAton Brady, age eight'

A stepping out, a feeling for,_an experiencing ot the world
around her The child"can look at himself again and see
how beautiful he is

k

My ayeS is like a sun
My eyes can see a long Ways.

' My teeth is like-white stone
,It doesn't care what I eat.
My stomach hurts sorhetimes
When I eat too much
That is"when my stomach hurts
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My nose r'' like two tunnels
Going in e-Cave -1-

The child cam from himself, Ste-pout to others So, the
teacher who is willing to follow the progression from self
into self to self to other will be rewarded for his efforts
Without making any kind of lessOn out of the journey,
the teacher might at some point in the school year
present the child with copies of all these poems (those
recordingbfhis), legitimizing all these emotions

4.-

MY FRIEND

My friend is very fUnny.
--N He is very smart.

But when he is lonely,
He lies ih his bed

Eddy Lane, age nine
1

I have a girl friend. 4...
She told me ho'w to swim
And I loge her for it.
I told her how to ride
A Motorcycle and I showed
Her my friends I love her

f;.. Eliff Dunn. age ten

If the child is having difficully,with a particular feeling,
then, as teacher do not erase the feeling, but leach the
child how to play with the leelinghow to:subdue the
leeting and turn it into something more than exploitation

rA 95
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. Down
Down

Down
That's what I am

Down
Down

Down
Down. in the blues

I wish
I were

Up
Up

Up
High

Tammy Wagner, age nine.

Playing with the words, playing with the placement of
the words Down is a fun-sad poem. This procedure can
be gimmicky; that is, playing with the placement of the
words, so don't overplay it (like alliteration, like rhyme,
it is both very easily done and dope poorly). If 'there is
a 6Iace for feeling in the classroom and the child's emo-
tions are acceptable, this legitimate person will, in turn,
legitimize 'others

LLOYD

4

I like Lloyd.
I can hold him
I can feed him
When-I talk to him,
He laughs. Lloyd is crippled.
He still is good

Gayle Smith, age nine
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THE WORLD AROUND US

How does a child see the world?

You can lOve persons
You can love a dog.
But most I love
The little bird
that sits on the wall.

Steve Keefe, age ten

The trees the bird the animal,
/ loife them most of all,
But more of all of them together,
I love the glowing stars

.0"

Karen Roach, age ten

Here, in two simple poems, Karen and Steve have
touched on the importance of animals for children. In
Steve's poem, he has given a concise statement of the
wonder we experience in the face of the wild animal,
of the untamed pieces of our world. An excellent way
of initiating a conversation with Children concerning ani-
mals is to relate experiences of'yours from the circus.
"Why are animals taught tricks? Why.do we cage animals
'and put them on review? Do we attempt to make animals
behave in manners which we find acceptablebehaviors
approaching our own? How do you feel about animals?
Let's write a poem about our feelings for animals, any
animal, or a special animal. Do you have a pet? Maybe
you would like to write about your favorite animal?"
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HORSE'S

MY DOG

4

When I ride my horse
I feel wild I feel more alive
When I am riding in a field.
I feel freeas free as the wind.

Donna

Once I had a dog,
But now I forgot his name.
I only had him a few days
I had to give him away
But now I have some cats
And now I have two friends.

CAildren move from themselves into other worldsinto,
the world of animals, Into the world of things, into the
world of friends.

MANY THINGS
. 4s

I have many things
Like toys. I play»
and play with them.
But it is not without my friend
to play With me. She is my best friend.

4 Her name is Carol

Glenda K Best: nine
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Now, isn't it necessary to give the Child some structure?
I think in m t cases it is preferable tcrallow- the child
to structure h s writing.for himself The teacher does not
abandon the held, but rather than tell turn what? to do
with his poem, the teacher serves as a guide. Helping
the child over rough spots, asking questivs about what
the child has written so far and giving suggestions or
cues On,e does not necessarily improve a skill by repetr-
tibn alonewrite, write, write. There has to be some
interaction with the people around us for our skills to
develop %If the teacher prepares the proper atmosphere
(a general feeling of acceptarkeof what I say and do
is important) then many children find it advantageous
to discuss openly their writing as they work on it, sharing
problems and ideas with their peers and with their teach-
ers.

Another possibility for the human-animal attraction is to
ask the children to pretend they are another animal, any
animalwhat would they do, what would they want, how
would they feel. This is an opportunity for the child to dis-
guise himself in the guise of an animal.

MY HORSE

I am a horse
I live whde there is flowing 4<er
And green, green grass. There is a garden

One day, I got into the garden
And I was punished. No supper

That next night, I was out of trouble'
I got watermelon

Mike Clemons, age eight
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A BEAR

I am a bear
I'm big and blabk

am very fierce and mean
I catch fish and eat them
When I catch the fish

.1 feel brave. When J see fire
I run to the other bears

Chris Curtis, age nine.

I AM A CAT
I am a cat.
My fur is brown
And black and yellow
I run faster than a dog can
When I get tired 1 run '

Back in and fall to sleep
am pure velvet soft

When I wake up
I run and play again

A DOG

Debbie Adair, age seven

If I was a dog I would be nice
To, my puppies. I would eat dog food
I would dream of my puppies

would sing to my puppies
I would understand things

feel hot

Donna Kerbey, age nine

I Suppose you could be another animalwhat would you
like to be'? What would ybu do'?
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GREEN BIRD

If I were a green bird,
I would build a nest
And have some children
I would teach them to fly
One would be purple,
One would be blue,
One would be green like me'
I would sing in my tree.
I live ab.ove a house,
WheM children play,
And everyday', I would sing to them

Sherri Willis

A HORSE

I wish I were a horse,
That can run faster than me
I wish I were .a horse,
So pretty, so pretty to see

Cindy Sanders, age hin.e

A RABBIT

I WISH

I wish I were a rabbit
So I could eat some radishes
And I would hop
And I would nibble on a. flower

Tina, age eight

lwish I were a dog
and I had a million bones



I would bark all ay
and sleep all-ni ht
I would rattle y chain
and catch the

Tony PriceJ age nine

s

,

/

When writin poems with children, I ask them to do two
things-

1 Tell tf; something I don't know

2 Tell i in a new or different way, in your way

;

. 17 on't repeat facts you have learned, but tell me your
..'' own eelings about what you are writing ro the first rule,.

"Te me something I don't know", Chris Walker ,re-.
sp ded

.

You didn't never know
.that the sky's 3,000 feet high
I wonder if you let go a balloon
If it would-ever gef all,the way up

102,
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Children often answer this first rule with'information such
as"My name is Jane7Srnith,'I bet you aidn'toknoworny
name"; or "My phone .numAr is 462-2126"; or "I weigil
fifty-nine pounds.'.'

9
O

We laugh and tell about ourselves.- I ask them, "I might
not know these facts about you, but where could I find

'them? Where could I find your telephone number'? How
could) discover your name?.

s

"We can all discover these about each oth'er, but no one
can discover some of your feelings, some of the ways
in which' you set No- one sees the world as you.see
itthe world t ifferen/,looks different to all the world-
watchers. ppose I asked about the air, what could you
tell ion'l give me facts, scientific informatioriI
can look thi information up, t can discover it. Science
is lots of /kin sometimes, but this isn't a science class
were writingtabo6t ourselves Can you tell me something
about the air; in a new or different way? How does the

t? air malty you\(gel?"

THE TREE

P. The tree is wtlat makes us breathe`
The green leaves give A oxygen.
The sun hits the leaves
And the oxygen falls oft
You can't see the_ oxygen fall,
But you do have to breathe it.

Roberta'1,,eRoy
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Roberta'S poem is A listing of scientific facts, but what
does she do in the fourth line? "And the oxygen falls
off This is, an exciting restating, it's imaginative, it

makes sense and it arouses our interest. Wilatis it like
to stand under a tree arrd have all this oxygen falling
off-on you?

Children will naturally use -metaphor and simile, simile_
especiallyit is built into the language. 'Simile- is the
linguistic method we use to determine sense experience
We say this is like that, we associate. Metaphor _and
simile, as terms, can be introduced to the children if you
so desire, but words such as comparison or relation

;serve. I would often ask the children to tell me,about
their relationships. They would tell me they had kinfolks.
I would respond, "How 'are you related to the people
in this room?" A child might respond, "My brother is
in_ths room," or "I have a cousin." I then asked, "Well,

. _

what about the rest of you? How are you related to every-
,- .one in this room? How are we related to everything iii

this room? I used to be related to beanpoles. I was as
skinny as a bean pole What-are we like? We are like
something else Everything is like something else."

What is the globe like?

L
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It is round

What else is round?

A ball is round.'

The globe is like a ball.

What can you do with a ball?

Bounce it.

VOhat would` happen if we were On a ball and someone
bounced us?

C
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What is-the ceiling like'? (a roughly plasteredsceiling)

It is tough

Bumpy.

Dirty
a

What else is rough?

The ground

Ig the ceiling like the ground'? Is the ceiling like a piece
of sandpaper? Suppose the ceiling were a giant piece
of sandpaper What would you sand with a-giant piece
of sandpapef?

. ". . . .

" '" :' -: t.. ' *9:

.
*. *
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THE WORLD,'A GROUP POEM (Fifth Graders)

.People are like little spddks in the mist df a great
big ball

That is full of magic and miracles.
The w.orld seems like a head
Twilling, whirling around the sun.
The world is-brg and round with trees and palms
And lots of peace, and lots of towers.
The world is like a pin cushion
And we are all the pins
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This is like that
This is that.

NAMING

How many names do you have,for the things in' your
world?

Such a question can lei to the writing of poems and
to the process of though(one does not preclude the
other, neither does one suppose the other). Such a dm-

.,
ctission goes.

Look around the classroom

Find an object

Thit

' for instance .

lo we call this?

A desk.

What is its use?

10
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Write on it.

Can you do other thin0 on

Yes. You ca'n build models on it.
.

Then, could we catiit a construdtiOn area?

Who sits in the desk?

We do.

Do you alWays want to sit in the desk?

No.

Then; could we call the OA a prison?

A kattiouse.

-It is a kind of jail, a kind of cage How, do you escape
this jail?

If you turn .the desk upsidedown what does it become?

If you were-to throw the desk across the room

Broken!
4.6

A missile.

It can beCome a missile. Whit is a missile?

This kind of exercise with the studeTs can go from, this
labeling to other supposition. _

-
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IMAGINING

What would it be like to jump over the freeway? Suppose

one were giVen a pair of springs for jumping over inter -

statesstates .

What would it be like to fly under -the ground? Suppose

one were given a pair of wings for flying inside the earth

old it be like "to live in a"World without schools?
se one were given a perreanent excuse from

al . . -

If you were to wake up with ten elephants in your room,

what would you do')

Suppose yOu could ride doWn the road on a gold-plate0;
motorcycle, where would you go? How would, you feel?

What would other people dowhen_they Saw you? .
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How many opportunities do you prbvide in your
classroom for ,writing and speaking'? It is no wonder so
many children cannot s ak coherent English, they
spend most Other time in th classroom filling in blanks,
writing T or F,, working in wor ooks and listening all ,-
day to someone say, "Be quiet." When I was a classroom
teacher, I had to ask myself, "Why are we doing this?
Am I allowing these children to learn, or am I simply filling
up my day with busywork activities?" So, when a teacher
haS answered me "Why, the children in my classroom
get all the talking they need outside the classroomat
home, on the playground", I am perplexed if this is the
teacher's attitude, it would be better for the teacher and
the students not to have a classrooth. For the important
thing here is not talk of itself, but the Torrhation of ideas
with wordsthe teaching of sthe thought proceSses, the
enabling of imaginative expression by the giving of vo-
cabularies Simply talking gets us nowherewe require
some guidance, some pointing.

We say to the child, "Do not write, do not speak." We
spend our time Making4u0 tests that are easily graded,
and oftentimes I have taken tests myself that were pre-
pared twenty .gears prior to the exam. '

How much note writing goes on in your classroom? Prob-.

at); some of the most creative writings the school takes
place behind the teacher's back. If a child is to learn
to speak, to write, to think, thep he must be allowed and
encouraged t spend most of his time in the ciosroom

.1"
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writing, speaking, thinkingwriting his own words, his
own dreams; his own imaginings, his own ideg. If a child

is to s eak the language, he must be allowed and en-
cout.., to spend, most of his time talking. Once he7\\..has done this and expression becomes so,jpewhat fluent,

he is ready for the teacher.

1;
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Mbst'Animals
Are like plain old animals.
Orie only one animal
Is like person.
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Writing With Older Students

WHAT TO WRITE

The students will write from their concerns and feelils
if they know yoU will accept any subject matter Students,
ages' thirteen through eighteen, write poems of loviE!;.
death, conflict. They express their fears and their hap-
pinesses In the school day, there are very few opporti
nines for the students to express their feelings, emotions,
desiresconstructing poems gives them a chance to deal
with these feelings The student says himself while hiding
within the poems he writes The problem then for the
older student is not one of subject, but one of language
and form

3

zI

In many instances, the students come through school
with the idea of poetry 4s greeting-card verse. Poetry
with no form other than rhyming words (and the place-
ment of these is haphazard) and no sentiment other than
sugar-syrup The features of a poem, thcive differentiating
it from prose are 'its use of rhyming words, its archaic
language fragments, its separatedness from life prom
their lives) and everyline_begtns-kei4th-a4-uppter-case-istler
And well this might be since their diets in grammar school
have been one-sided, inane, often pious. and platitu-
dinous. This is not poetry It might be calleb verse, but
even that serves to elevate this crap

agOin
I am of the mind td believe that if we are to erl)oy living,
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we do not sugar-coat life, we do not deny part of life
by never mentioning it We do not enjoy living by retuning
to live. A good poem is a piece of us It is neither neces-
sary to sit around under oaks chronicling our demise,
nor is it necessary to deny our demise. We can enjoy
our living by our living A poem does not need a moral
(as this is used by many) since a poem is tnoral by its
nature

If a 'student trusts you, he will write his feelings And
it is necessarvfor the teacher to build trust and to es-
tablish the possibility for trust ti this takes place in the
classroom there will be no problegn with the what of
writing

IMITAVN AND INITIATION

We learn Tough imitation. We see what those around
us do, then.we try it for ourselves This principle of learn-
ing is at work in the classroOrn as well. The best writers
are the most voracious readers and vice-versa. If we are
to write well we must have adequate and excellent

le

.

The problem of form, of putting ideas, thoughts, emotions
onto the page is given a partial solution by models. I

found in my work with teenagers, poets, such as Bogan,
Kees, Williams, Wright, Patchen, Merwin, read many
times to them, reproduced in mimeographed form and
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given to them in books offered excellent models for be-
ginning writers. Evidence this imitation of Bogan's Train
Tune

ROUNDING THE TOWN

Going round
Running round
Turning round
Walking round
Going to town
Town is going
Walking round
Round is rocking
Rocking'the town
Town is rocking
Rocking round

Lee Carr, junior high

.p

The student poems will .reflect their readings. If we are
to have good poets we must furnish good models. All
too often, the poets selected for literature texts are not
sufficient and oftenvare inferior poets, anq important
poets such as Bogan, Wright, Patchen are notto be
fdund. The student can move from direct imitation to
initiation of his own forms through the use of models

CLEVERNESS AND.CUTENESS
,Clever and inventive are synonymous in ;Ay heada
clever turn, an interesting thing to do The 'cleverness
should be toned down and sublimated to serve the poem,
but the clever student is the creative student. Cleverness

''soften
a good remedy for pomposity. The clever student

is the innovative student Often, the teacher's task is to
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show the student that cleverness byjtself is only clever-
nessthe clever turn is the turn that works in the
Today, cleverness is often fought ttany.poets avoid what
they consider to be clever I suppose it is a matter of
semantics, but I consider the traitof cleverness an essen-
tial one for anyone interested -in words. °.

Outenea's,nol Wpile I was a youngster, all the teenagers
arouncline Were.waying, "Oh, isn't that cute!---cute wad
the in-word;-theh, something happened, the in-word be-

-came Meaningful; then, releVant. In a poem, something
can be silly, can be crazy, can be surreal but it cannot

. . be cute

I wish
4 wish

wish well
wish well
wish thoughtfully. . .

I /6

These beginning lines of a poem by a high school student
are clever, they are not cute. They are interesting. What
saves these,lines Is their plain language, well used.

\*

GENERALIZATIONS AND, THE SPECIFIC

The use of place, of the first person-, of local detail gites
a poem peening to the individual writerthese also=
able the reader to understand the poem, to read the
poem

.117
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( Not.

A cotton patchlittle flowers!,
We played hide-and-seek.
I hid behind a bunch of branches
With cotton.on it

111P

'-!Cotton patches are lovely"

Or

"The country is beautiful

Words such as time, silence, beautiful are difficult to use
and usually do not belong in a 'poem.
Allow the reader to participate in,the poemdo not engulf
him

WRITING WITH FORMULAS
I, personally, do not like _rigid ,formulas. I do not know
what a student gains from haiku or zenquain other than
as a fleeting exercise Tjese are stale, constricting rec-
ipes There is nothing invalid about constrainttrying

,..tp write in iambic 'pentatneter can be a helpful exercise;
but I avoid the sonnet, say, unless the student has been

4

tent with the forms of Englishipoetry; otherwise, you tend
ko turn many students away from poetry. The forms of
English poetry developed, over centuries in an on-going
processif the form was made usable for the poet, he
amended it in some way and made it his own My position
is somewhere between the one which believes you can-
not teach a person to ,write pcietry and the one which

i
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gives the Cvriter a recipe for the writing. The following
are suggestions for writing. They have worked well with
junior high and high school students. These are general

vides whion the students andI developed as we worked
together. They are intentionally ambiguous and are at
the same time adaptable to any student's perceptions.

' 7

RULES FOR WRITING POEMS ANQ FOR
READING POEMS

I walked into many classrooms and directed the -students,
":Write a poem". With no other direction or comment,
they wrote These poems (or blank pages) showed me
where the students were, what their conception of a poem
was, how skilled they were rri writing. We then began
from this point with these guides.

1. Tell me something I don't know. Demand th,is. of any
- poem you read or write.,We think scientificallythis is

a light bulb, its power source is electrical current, it is
a sixty-watt light bulb, it screws into a socket. How can
we a - 'au is ig us "hat can we say about
it ttl,at we do not know'? Is the light bulb like anything
else? What does it remind you of? What does it do? Are
there other things in the universe which do the same'?

Often students would be upset with this first demand
"Something you don't know? How do we know what you

A
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know?" dr, "My nanie is my phone number
is , now, yod didn't know that did you?" And
I would respond, but where could I find it? Any informa-
tion about the world can be researched. Tell me some-
thing that only you know. Tell me your feelings. Jell me
your world. Tell me what it is like for you to be living.
Tell me how you see those around you. Talk about the
common things we have, but-

2. fella/Lir a new or differadt way, in your words. In
the cl-s oom, we spent quite a while thinking of clichés,
of id'o
incorporl
them. ".
You as t
blue"? 11
what do

tic expressions, of expressions we use, have
d into our vocabulariesWithout thinking about

el blue." How can this be said in a new way?
speaker are the creatorwhen do you "feel
does it feel? what is it like to "feel blue"?

u do?

At first hes and pat phrases were accepted in the
student' sting if he used them, but he was pressed
to expre these differently with an emphasis on an in-
vention words, phrases of his own.

What i his?

Have u.ever seen a mammalian heart?-Does this look'
like a part? How do we know this is a heart? Why do
we c IA-a-heart? What does this picture represent?
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What is this?

Midi some one has a broken heart, is there actually
some sort of crack in the heart muscle?' Why do we'
call this a broken heart? When do flu experience a
broken heart? s

3. Does the poem ring true? Is it honest? How can you

relate this poem-lo yr:A, exurience? We found through
the analysis .of pj?pular'SErr) we became more aware
of meaningless generalizations. One song in particular
helped here. The tong begins, "Everything is beautiful.

. . Does this _Ting true? Is everything beautiful? Is an

autorrobbile wreck beautiful? Is flu beautiful? Could you

accept this stirment"Everything is ugly"? Bur the
song's phrase ccOtinues with "in its own way". How does

this qualificatiorichange the statement? With such dis-
cussions, we were able to move from generalizations to
specific descriptions of our lives. We moved from, state-

ments such as ''Freedom is _ to personal expe-

riences and obgervations, answering questions such as,
.7

"What is rtfike to be free?" Li Chou Ching's poem, "Alone

In The Night", :Fiexroth translation) Ne!ped very' much

With this pointy;,,

A poem rings trcte when we say what we see rather than
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,sayin'g what we _pave been tolieto_see. This rule in po--

way rules- qi.it fatisy.

4. Does the 'Oem say anything to us today, herein -this
-16Pom?We read poems aloud, we listened to the language.
We mimeographed the student poems and read them.
Most of our time in-the a'fassroom,was spent writing and"
hearing; i asked these questions: "On what level(s) does
this':poemtspeak to/uS? Does it speak to all of us? What
doe's it mean to you?" 11 this manner we were able to
hurdle, jcsofne of the time) the problems of, criticism for
the-stUbents. For them, criticism meant negation, and often

F times it doesi They either liked something or they did '
not like-it. This is an honest response as far as goes.
I carried this a step fUrther, 'without destroying their re-
sponSiveness, "Why do ,yoAi. like itT: "Why dd you not ,

like

Whenever possible.give the students a variety of poems
froth-whichlocchoose. Allow them do select poems which.
speak tojhem. Simply because a poem is prinfed in-a
textbopk'cdoes not make the poem valid for a certain
student.

0

r- ."

r. 5. Rhyithm. I entered the oom speaking in a monotone,
'Oronouncing each syllat distinctly, giiiing each syllable
the same amount of time. We went from here, usually
listening to favorite recordmgs and repeating simple.z
tences in as many different rhythmic patterns as we could
come up with.
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It is rhythm that carries a poem ,to our ears. And it is
-rhythm that causes-us either to shut off the sounds com-
ing in or to open ourselpes to the experience produced
by the beatings of words Rhythm was eslablished as
the central 'tool in the craft of making poems. Silent
'reading of poems is never suitable-a poem is made to
be heard.'It is not necessary to go Into meter and mea-
suring, although helpful at times, but it is necessary to
point out rhythmic patterns.,If a student experienced
problems with rhythm, Lweuld ask the student to write
any line he wished, such as "I don't know what to write".
After the line was on paper, I asked the student to say
the line several times until he was able to establish the
rhythm of the line in his ear, and then, to build aohort
poem around this first line and its rhythm

It

6 Metaphor-Image Rhythmic patterns are notenough,
almost enough, but not quite sufficient How does one
express one's ertiotions and ideas in a poem? We ex-
plored. We atternoted to s?y soniuihing in a new or dif-
ferent way, in our own words We tried for metaphors,

both powerful and simple
°

The rain is so funny,
Playing, splashing, the pebbles,
Moving them 'back and forth

Sounding like the sound
Of chicken frying in a pan

- -Jackie Johnson
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seize me
( imprisoq me

within the lines tk
or hold me captive
between
that I may live
forever

Helen WDrtman

7. Mystery What do you understand? What do you not
understand? How many words do you have for one ob-
ject? Do we name our world in order to control it? Does-
our language shape our thoughts? How can we, inside
the poem, communicate some of the mystery of our lives?

8- Humorsome quality of the absurd. We learned to
laugh At ourselves laughing at ourselves. We played with
words and learned to enjoy the queer English langu&ge.
For instance, if you, as writer, are prone to melancholic
subject matter, you can lighten or .intensify your poems
thrwigh the sounds of the words, the plays on words,
turns and juxtapositions

I U'":4
ft
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IDEAS FOAAHE MIDDLE SCHOOL

A poem is built from images Select an image. after a
v thorough investigation into sense perception

1

c

Kow do we see' How do we hear?
What do we see? What do we hear?

The senses receive information, but for this information
to be meaningful to the man, he must connect {he infor-

mation received with the store of information in his brain
This is usually done through the process of speech and'
the speech connection is usually in the form of a simile
"The cloth feels like a cat

Select any image With a group of junior high students

I choose "flowers of the sky". I asked the students to
identify these, to express-, some emotion, and to relate
something they see at the moment or have seen.

Small flowers blooming
A happy feeling comes to me
A robin dashes by

Loa Johnson

The sun shines brightly dawn upon the quiet
'desert.

The feeling of joy comes to me
My cat is eating a bird

-Shawn Collins

A patch of lavenders is framed by white clouds
Against the pale blue sky
They are moved by the wind

Annette Allen
0
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The rain is beating down orf the blade of grass
I am sorrowful for it a
Ap ant is crawling on the brick a

Annette Allen

A plane blocks the warm rays of the sun
I look up Something like flowers
Is being thrown out One of the flowers
Alights beside me I pick it up
Jt is a paper announcing
The Spring Sale at Rich's

Twyla Greed
1

The clouds take the shape of flowers
Dancing merrily across the sky

Fran Chadwick

The clouds,
A field of flowers
Moving round the globe

Karen Phillips

Birds, the flowers of the sky
All different shapes and colors,
Some in flocks, some alonitt
Some in pairs Beautiful wild flowers
Each one, a different story.

Julie Alderman

I

1._

a wedding with people throwing flowers lip (and
rice)

in the sky everyone's happy throwing daisies
up

in the air yellow eyes and white petals
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a little girl picking daig7ies
picking the petals saying he loves me
he loves me not ending on he loves me
She just tossed the flower she had down
-On the ground. picking up another
One 'to see if it ends upon. He loves me

Wanda Clemons
Write about something you like to do Many times we
have the mistaken idea that poems have to be about
beautiful thins such as fivwers, trees, birds, but they
can be about ,almost anythingabout minibikes, about
auto races, about football, about car wrecks, about
school, about frogs Write about anything you wish, but

make it something you like

I LOVE WRESTLING
I love wrestling
The great feeling you get
When you learn a new move
Or win a match, or get
A take-down. Wrestling
Is the only way
I really get pleasure .

Out of getting tired.
Or working hard

. Trying to learn a move
Or combmatibn of moves

Gary Smith

I like to sit in a coal breeze
And feel it hit against my face
The breeze feels good
Like when you ride on a motorcycle
Or sit in the back of a pickup truck
- Bobby Martin
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Read short Chinese poPms to the class Point out the
ways in which oriental poets seem to juxtapose observa-
tions and personal feelings Ask them to observe some-
thing in the universe, and without usmg "I feel" in the
poem, give their poems a feeling of depth in relation to
the object observed As in these anonymous poems

Even though the writers trust you, junior high students are reluc--
tar,t to sign their poems They are often worried about peer approval
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THE TREES

WIND

The trees are big and tall.
Their leaves die helplessly

The wind is howling through the trees
Blowing leaves upon the ground
Now. the ground is covered

THE MOON

The moon is like the roundest app14.

But then, it is also bright
But not so bright nor round as the sun

WIND SONG

SILENCE

A whispering wind
Blowing long and far
Throughout the land
And never dies

I hear silence moving througt the stars and the
planets,

The stillness, the softnesg, and I gather
There is a movement among the rocks.
Moving around the sun like clocks

I see a man stand;ng in the park
Looking at the sky
As if it were the last tone

Jane Svley
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Jane signed her poem. If the teacher does not force the
issue, the students will begin to sign their work

One of the best ways to interest students in writing and
reading is to establish a literary magazine written,
and produced by the students It is. however, most impor-
tant that the students be given some help and critical
inforMation from a well-informed adult I find it necessary
!o make this statement after seeing some of the senti-
mental jibberish contained in student publicatiOns Do
not rush mto the publication of a literary magazinewait
until the students are ready to exercise some editing
ability other than seeing their. friends' names in print
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ADDITIONAL POEMS FROM JUNIOR HIGH'
STUDENTS

I AM A BIRD

(

I am a bird I fly high, low, around
So. hold me, hold me and don't let me go

I'll never leave your -side
for day or night

Randy A

THE BIRDS ARE THERE

The birds are there
More heard than seen,
Like a whippoorwill in the night

Russell Carpenter

A LITTLE ROBIN .,

There was onceia little Robin
Who would always come to my window
And say "Winter is here And
"I'm cold So, take me and feed me
Because I'm a little Robin

Edith Chapman

I watched the sun glisten through the clouds
It was bright and blinding as it opened the day
It melted the night-ran' ground
I rode by in a car

Joey Horton
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DREAMS

The wind began to blow
And I lifted up my head
,Then felt my body lifting
Up, up, up

I floated to a fair
Where ferns wheels were spinning
I didn't have any money
So I landed in a seat

Boy, oh boy, how cooloh!
To ride a ride for free
I float back up and land again
On another ride for free

Marcella Patterson

A snowy hillside is very still
Like a poet of water, unmarked

-By--trees- er-ree-k-s, 1-00d3 Of people:
No footprints or sleigh tracks
Mark the white ground.

Johnny West

I saw a little bird
as it swept into the sky

Karen
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SOCCER

l'd'be willing to bet there are
Other things smarter- than us
By the way, have you looked under. your bee

Spencer Field ,

I like the sport of soccer.
I like it when the cool air is blowing
And when the ball comes over the heads
I kick the ball into the goal

MEN ON THE MAFiCH

Men on the march sound like the guns
On battleships in deadly cannonade

2":e. The Sargent yells. "Hup, hup. hupi" --,

While the guns go, "Boom. boom, boom'"

School is a mosaic
Of good, bad, and n6 opinion
Each day all of us learn something new

a_Some like ft, most don't
I'm'in the middle. r
Charles Steinhice

THE MOON

The moon Is like the sun
Shining in the dark,
Llike a balloon pitched into the sky
The moon 1.5 something beautiful.
Though many never know
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THE RIVER

He fights a constant struggle for life,
Running, dodging through fields and cities,
Dashing across rocks,
Raising a frightful uproar
The time is spent in vain,,.
For everywhere there are men
Who wish him dead, machines of death,
Poisons of unspeakable horror
So, helpless, he suffers ,

A gradual and agonizi9g death

Robert Wortman



A WORD WALL-
A PROJECT FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL
CLASSROOM

1 Materials needed: glue, tape, scissors, newspapers,
construction paper, unlined paper, magazines use any
pictures and printed pages you have on hand Ask the
students to bring old magazines and newspapeis from
home

2. At various stores, collect cardboard boxes

3 After showing'the students examples of collage, ask
each of them to choose paper, box and 'magazines and

newspapers and begin work collecting letters, wards,
photographs

4. Attach these tq the sides of the boxes collected A
good idea is to have each studeht responsible for one
bOxonly the front side need be covered, the other sides
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.5

can be painted or left plain. Or a 'different poem-picture
could be attached to each side so that you could change
the boxes each day, producing a different word-wall. This
backdrop makes an excellent setting for poetry readings
by your students

i
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POEMS FROM HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS

I WISH

I wish
wish

wish well
wish thoughtfully

that someone would notice,
Some one human being would notice me and

my craft
Up beyond sparrows, up beyond just plain sky
Why doesn't someone say? "Look up there.
Look how fast it goes. How quiet it is.
How, how shiny it

hope and dread) and wish, on the ground.

Vernon Adams

THE MOON

The moon is round
Round as the sun

44%

Tile moonAfpot hot
But the sun is.

Tho ?noon is all alone
All alone in the sky

The moon has known stars around it
But the moon has light r

Oh, how good the moon looks

Andy Morgan
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The sun, a rising rose
Stretching, finally opening
Over the expanse of springs.

The rose outside the cell
Caught only by glimpses,
As I jump to the window

In the winter, when it faces the window.

Debi Shay

The blades of grass
Reach up like fingers
Out of the soft whiteness
To touch the golden sun.

Cindy &owna

SNOW

Last night small ballerinas
Dressed in white danced
To the music of the wind.

Today they are sleeping
And tomorrow
They will be gone.

Mark Lawforn
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The dull tones surround us.
The continuous drumming
Sounds drifting through the mind,

Drifting through the mind.
Through the mind

Debbie Smith

THE SNAKE
Thtinder of green
And the only thing seen
Are the streaks
Of the

Snake's
Red and white eyes
Constant in. motion
To and

Fro.

John P. Burns

THE RAIN
The rain is so funny,
Playing, splashing the pebbles,
Moving them back and forth,
Sounding like the sound
Of chicken frying in a pan

Jackie Johnson

Pessing on your right, ",

Yqung man,
Is a historical site
Classified as a pbint of interest
In my yellowmanual.

Helen Wortman
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The unsatisfied animals upset me
Almost as much as those who are content
If I were there, in the places
Where flying popcorn and gaping faces
Always confront me, would I pace
Back and forth, or would I simply go
About my business? Which kirrd
Of oblivion would I choose?
Strange that I cannot answer that,
If I knew what I was doing now,
Sitting in class, confronted

irBy gaping faces and flying remarks'

Eunice Belew

Flow with the stance
Of the wind,
Gliiten off the rays
Of the sun,
Watch the spindle
As it still touches
The silky softr,ess of its length.

Elaine Earhart

The wind blows scattering the leaves.
SnOw falls.
Snow melts.
Seedlings bud.
Tlrrearth is green

7-Debbie Smith

)
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In the early morning
A child dies
In a cold itreet

And someplace, way
Over the ocean,
Some child won't starve,

Because I ate my peas

c And carrots
I just read a story about

A war, and in it
Everyone was killed

And when I got up ttA
Morning with the snow
Outside, I thought

What a beautiful day
For going outside!
Michael Roach

4

The brown leaves
Race past my house-

s I watch them tumble
Can I help but think'
Of faces and their possessions,
Minds dull and slow moving,
Fast and intelligent.
Sbme even going backwards
Against the wind, .*
Gentle leaves as they wander
Ddwn the road,
Groups banded together
By the wind. .

Quickly now they blow away.
I strain-to see them
From my window.

Charlotte Woy



Why should today ends
rain, spider web
in a rainbow of color,'
rain falling _in
to the stream
The sun, the light,
warmth

It seems ,

the snow is alive
with warmth.

Buffyatloge

The stars above shine brightly
Showing all the world
The planets
Which are so mysteriously unexplained

Claudia H.

Zhe sun isses as the night
Vomes up to us with clutching lingers.
Lost, scared, why did the sun go down?
No thought in mind, blank is my.heart

1

Steve Arnold

You try to see inside the cave
To read the jumbled hieroglyphics 1.

It's sad that you will only know .,

That which I choose to let you see .

You catch each echo in a jar
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A baseball bat
is like an elephant nose),
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
A-resoUrce listing of helpful books and major American
Poets.
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1. Aids in the Teaching of Writing
for Elementary Grades
Applegate, Mauree, Winged Writing, Imaginative Poems
and Stories of School Children from Grades 4 through
8 Evanston, Row, Peterson and Company, 1961. (hb)

Fair

Arnstein, Flora J., Children Write Poetry, A Creative Ap-
proach. New York, Dover Press, 1967. (pb)

Excellent ,

Brown, Rosellen; Hoffman, Marvin; Kushnef, Martin; Lo-
pate, Phillip; and Murphy, Shelia, Eds., The Whole Word
Catalogue. New York, Teach9rs and Writers Collabo-'-

rative, 1972 (pb)

Good; address. The Teachers and Miters Collabo-
rative, c/o P.S. 3, 490 Hudson St , New York, N. Y.
10014

Fenwick, Sara Innis, Ed., A Critical Approach to Chil-
dren's Literature; the Thirty-First Annual Conference of
the Graduate Library School, August 1-3, 1966. Chicago,
The University of Chicago Press, 1967. (hb)

Good, in park

Haviland, Virginia, and Smith, William J , Eds , Children,
and Poetry. Washington, D. C., Library of Congress, 1969.
(pb)

A listing of books of poetry for the classroom, write
Superintendent of Documents, U S Government
Printing Office,. Washington, D. C. 20402. Price.
minimal

Note: Abbreviations: hb, hardbound; pb, paperback.
a.
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Hopkins, Lee Bennett, Let Them Be-Themselves, Lan-
guage, Arts Enrichment For Disadvantaged Children in
Elementary Schools. New York, Citation Press, 1969. (pb)

Poor, to fair

Koch, Kenneth, Wishes, Lies, and Dreams, Teaching Chil-
dren to Write Poetry New York, Chelsea House Publish-
ers, 1970 (pb and hb)

Some good ideas, though formula-ridden

Larrick, Nancy, Ed., Somebody Turned On A Tap In These
Kids, Poetry and Young People Today. New York, Dela-
corte Press, 1971 (hb)

See also Livingston, What The Heart Knows
Lewis, C., The Poetic Language of Child-
hood
Kuskin, Talk To Mice and Fireplugs
Lewis, R , A Dialogue of Poetry
Merriam, I, Says The Poem

Perry, Walter T , and Bowen, Mary E , Slithery Snakes
and Other Aids to C f ildren's Writing. New York, AppIR-

, ton-Century-Crofts/ endith Corp., 1967. (pb)

.Fair

2: Anthologies of dhildi-en's
Writing for Elementary Grades
Baron, Virginia Olsen, Ed., Here I Am! An Anthology of
Poems Written by Young People in Some of America's
Minority Groups New York, E. P. Dutton and Co., Inc.,
1969. (hb)

Good
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Larrick, Nancy, Green Is Like A Meadow Of Grass, An
Anthology,_of children's Pleasure in Poetry Champaign,
Garraftl Publishing Co., 1968 (hb)

Fair

Lewis, Richard, Ed , Miracles, Poems by Children of the
English-Speaking World. New York, Simon and Schuster,
1966. (hb)

Excellent

, -The Wind And The Rain, Children's Poems. New
York, Simon and Schuster, 1968 (hb)

Very good, essentially a book of photographs by
Helen Butterfield, illustrated with children's poems.

.3. Anthologies for the, Elementary
Classroom-
Clymer, Eleanor, Ed., Arrow Book of Funny Poems. New
York, Scholastic Book Services; Scholastic Magazine,
Inc , 1965. (pb) et:=

Minimal pricer For a thorough listing of anthologies
-for the classroom see listing above, Newland and
Smith, Childreh and Poetry

Cole, William, Ed ,Beastly Boys and Ghastly Girls New
York, The World Publishing Co., 1964 (hb)

Funny

Oh, How Silly! New YOrk. The Viking Press, (hb)

Any anthology by Cple is bound to be good. See
also his Oh, That's Ridiculous and Oh, What Non-
sense,' both Viking Press,
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McGovern, Ann, Ed., Arrow Book of Poetry New York,
Scholastic Book Services, Scholastic Magazine, Inc.,
1965 (pb) V

Minimal price
-

4. Aids in the Teachigg of Writing
for Airtior' High, School
Applegate, Maure When, The Teacher Sa'ys, "Write A
Poen1",,A Book for Junior High School Students. Evan-
ston, Harper and Row, Publishers, 1965. (pb)

Fair Ir

Hughes, Ted, Poetry Is. Garden City, Doubleday and Co ,

1970. (pb)

Fair

Larrick, N ., Somebody Turned On A Tap In These
Kids, Poetry oung People Today. New York, Dela-

/

corte Press, 1971. (hb)

°Also see. Jordan, Children-4nd the Hungering For
Larrick, It's Not Joyous City
Doty, Robinson, and Students, Straight
Talk from Teenagers
Howe and Danish, Experiment in.the Inner
City

5. Antholbgies of n's Writing
forJurrior High Sthodl and High _

Schobl
Adoff, Al-nold, Ed., Os The Poem Singing IntolO; Eyes,
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Anthology df New Young Poets. New York, Harper and
Row Publishers. 1971. (hb),

Good selection

Jordan, June and Bush,- Terry, Eds., The goice of the
Children New York, Rinehart and Winstonlnc., 1970.
(hb)

A selection of poems written by children from the
city, but this is no reason to limit this selection tO

city readers.

Joseph, Stephen M., The Me Nobody Knows, Children's
Voices from the Ghetto: New York, Avon, 1969. (pb)

Good-selection of prose and poetry fragments.

Larrick, Nancy, Ed., I Heard A Scream In The Street,
Poetry By Young People In Thb City. New York, M. Evans

and`Co., Inc , 1970. fhb) .

One of my favorite anthologies for a student's read-
ing, contains good photographs by students.

0.
On City Streets, An Antholdgy of Streets. New

York, Bantam Books, 1969. (pb)

Photographs by David Sagarin, selection of well-
, known and lesser-known poets, good.

6. Anthologies for Junioi High
School Studerits

Stephen; Llieders, Edward and Smith, Hugh,
Eds., Reflection On A Gift Of Watermelon Pickle and
Other Modern Verse. Glenview, Scott, Pkrzman and Co.,
1969. (hb and pb)

Excellent anthology with illlic-tatiorra.
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# 1 '
, Some Haystacks Don't Even Have Any Needle

and Other Complete Mode lin Poems. Glenview Scott,
g Foresman and Co., 1969 (kb and hb) ,.

An even better selection than the above by the same
' editors.

Summerfield, Geoggrey, Ed., First Voices, An Anthology
of Poetry and Pictures:. New York, Knopf, Random
House/Singer School Divisioh, 1970. fhb)

This series is The First Book, The Second Book, The
Third Book, The Fourth Book, and it makes an-ex-
cellent addition to any school library and can be used
across the board with all ages.

7. Aids in the Teaching of Writing
for High School
Auerbach, Erich, Mimesis, The Represehtation of Reality
In Western Literature. Translated by Trask. Garden City,
Doubleday Anchor BOoks, 1957. kp4r)

Classical study

Beckson, Karl; Ganz, Arthur, A Reader's Guide to Literary
Terms/A Dictionary. New York, The Noonday Press,

b)

Good reference book for the classroom.

Benedict, Stewart H , A Teacher's Guide To Poetry. New
York, Dell Publishing Co , Inc., 1969 (pb)

Designed to be used with other Den paperbacks, a'
few interesting pietisetiographical and critical
infomation included.
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Blackmur, R P , Form And Value In Modern Poetry Gar-
den City, Doubleday Anchor Books, 1957 (pb)

Critical studies of interest .-

Dodd, Anne Wescott, Write Now! insights !rho Creative
Writing. New York, Learning Trends/Globe BDok Co.,
Inc , 1973 (pb)

Interesting textbook for the classroom.

Girsdansky, Michael, The Adventure of Language. Newly
revised and ed by Mario Pei Greenwich, Fawcett Publi-
cations, Inc., 1967 (pb)

Good beginning linguistic'history for the teacher and
student

Hamilton, Anne, How To Revise your Own Poems, A
Primer For Poets BostOtv,-The Writer, Inc , Publishers,
1945 *V.

Out of print, but if you .can obtain a copy it is worth
your effort, ei,amples-a bit 016 fashioned, but points
still valid.

_...
e

Howard, Richard, Alone With America, Essays bn the Art
of Poetry in the United States since 1950 New York,
Athene'um, 1971 (hb and pb)

I find Mr Howard's style almoSt unreadable, but his
selection of poets and some of his critiysm are un:
derstandable .

Kantor, MacKinlay, Osgood, Lawrence and Emanuel,
James, How./ Write/2. New York, Harcourt, Brace, Jo-
vanovich, Inc , 1972 (pb).

Text by writers for the student

Marshall, Carol, Kers, Jr , John A , Designs For Reading
Poems Boston, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1969 (pb)
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Part of a series, Designs for Reading Plays, . .

Poems, . . . Short Stories, . . Nonfiction Prose

Morse, David, Grandfather Rbck, The New Poetry and
0 the Old New York, Delacorte Press, 1972 (hb)

Traces popular lyrics tiack to their sources in poetry

Nemerov, Howiard, Ed., Poets On Poetry. New York, Basic
Books, Inc., Pubti-shers, 1966 (hb)

Essays by poets: some fair pieces.

Norton, James H , Gretton, Francis, Writing- Incredibly
Short Pl4s, Poems, Stories. New York, Harcourt, Brace,i
Jovanovrch, Inc., 1972. (pb)

Good lengthy section on poem making.

Perrme, Laulapce, Sound And Sense, An Introduction
to Poetry, Second Ed New Yoric Harcourt, Brace and
World, Inc., 1963. (pb)

Good sound introduction to the Leading of poetry

Perry, John Oliver, Ed , Approaches to the Poem, Modern
Essays in the Analysis and Interpretation of Poetry San
Francisco, Chandler Publishing Co , 1965 (hb)

Informative

Philips, Judson, Carter, Lawson and Hayden, Robert,
How 1 Wri?e/1 New York, Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,
Inc , 1972 (pb)

Text by writers for the classroom, there is a part two,
listed above

Ribner, Irving, Morris, Harry, Poetry A Critical and Histor-
ical Introduction. Chicago, Scott, Fsc-resman and Co ,
1962 (pb)

Good historical sketcn and selection through the
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romantic period, a bit thin after.

Skelton, Robin, The Practice of Poetry New York, Barnes
and Noble, Inc . 1971 (pb)

Good reading for teachers interested i writing with
their -students

. --
Wtmsatt,

.
W. K , The Verbal Icon. Studies in the Meaning

of Poetry. Lexington, Kentucky Paperbacks, 1967 (pb)

Good critical pieces with which to quarrel

8. Anthologies for High School
Students . .

. Barnstone, Willis and others, Eds , Modern European
Poetry. French, German, Greek, Italian, Russian, Spanish
New York, Bantam Books, Inc , 1966 (pb)

Excellent
Berg, Stephen, M' zey, Robert, Eds , Naked Poetry, Re-
cent American P etry in Open Forms. Indianapolis, The
Bobbs - Merrill Co , Inc , 1969 (pb)

Good selection of poets, includes pictures of poets
and short biographies.

Cole, WHliam, Ed , Eight Lines And Under New York,
The Macmillan Co., 1968 (hb)

Good selection of short poems, wide range of poets
.and poetry

,,z,

Pick Me Up, A Book of Short, Short Poems New
York, The Macmillan Co , 1972 (hb)

Very good

, Poetry Brief, An Anthology of Short. Short
Poems New York; The Macmillan Co , 1971 (hb)

- My favorite of ole's "short-shoal' anthologies.

,
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Hall, Donald; Pack, Robert and Simpson, Lows, Eds ,
New Poets of England and America, an Anthology. Cleve-
land, Meridian Books, 1957 (pb)

Good selection

Hall, Donald; Pack, Robert, Eds., New Poets of England
and America, Second Selection Cleveland, Meridian
Books, 1962 (pb)

Good selection, more from the same editors

Immaculate, Sister Ntary, C S.C., The Cry of Rachel, An
Anthology of Elegigs on Children New York, Random
House, Inc., 1966. (hb)

Good selection

Payne, Robert, Ed , The White Pony, An Anthology of
Chinese Poetry from the Earliest Times to the Present
Day, Newly Translated New York, Mentor Books, n.d
(pb)

Issued originally by Day*Co in '47, good selection.

Rexroth, Kenneth, One Hundred Poems From The Chi-
nese New York, New Directions Books, 1971 (pb)

The Rexroth translations are a real joy, excellent

__ ,One Hundred Poems From the Japanese New
York, New Directions Books, 1964 (pb)

Excellent

Steele, Frank, Ed., Poetry Southeast 1950-70. Martin, (Tenn.)
Tennessee Poetry Journal Paperback, 1968. (pb)

Excellent, with the death of Mooney we lost an im-
portant press and poetry journal

{ V,

Williams, Oscar, Ed , The New Pocket Anthology of
American Verse, From Colonial Ddys . to the Present.

9
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Newly revised by Hyman J Sobi loff New York, Washing-
- ton Square Press, 1972 (pb)

I

V

Subtitle indicates the scope of this selection, the
volume is packed and well worth its minimal price,
though, some importants are omitted

9. General Education
The following are highlyi.ewarding books

Bruner, Jerome, Ed , Learning About Learning A Confer-
ence Report Washington, U.S Government Printing Of-

fice, 1966 (No 5,212,12019) (pb)

Cole, Michael, Gay, Glick Sharp, The Cultural Context
of Learning and Thinking, An Exploration in Experimental
Anthropology New York, Basic Books. Inc , Publishers,
1971 (hb)

Chomsky, Noam, Problems of Knowledge and Freedom,
The Russell Lectures New York, Pantheon Books, 1971
(hb)

Kneller, George F , Introduction to the Philosophy of
Education New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc , 1964.

(hb)

Schrank, Jeffrey, Teaching Human Beings, 10.1 Subver-
sive Activities for the Classroom Boston, Beacon Press,

1972 (hb)

10. Odds and EndsMostly
Paperbacks, Useful for
Stimulating Student Interest in
Poetry (High School Level)
Balek, William, Sons of Innocence and of Experience
(poems) New York, Bard Books/Avon, 1971
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Bogan, Louise. The Blue Estuaries" Poems 1923-1968
(poems). New York, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1968

Brooks, Gwendolyn. Selected Poems (poems) New York.
Harper and Row, Publishers

cummings, e e , 100 Selected Poems (poems) New York,
Grove Press. Inc . 1959

Dupee and State, Eds , Selected Letters of e e. cum-
mings New York, Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1969.
(hb)

Giovanni, Nikki, Gemini (poems) Indianapolis. The
Bobbs-Merrill Co , Inc , 1971

Hughes, Langston, Selected Poems (poems) New York.
Alfred A Knopf, 1970 (hb)

Keithley, George, The Dormer Party (book-length narra-
tive poem). New York, George Braziller, 1972 (hb)

Merwin. W S , The Lice (poems) New York. Atheneum,
1969

--'The Carrier of Ladders (poems) New York,
Atheneum, 1971

Pasternak, Boris. Letters to Georgian Friends Translation
by Magarshack New York. Harcourt. Brace and World.
Inc . 1967 (hb)

Patchen. Kenneth. Sleepers Awake (poem-novel) New

York. New Directions. 1969

The Journal of Albion Moonlight (poem-novel)
New York, New Directions, 1961

Collected Poems (poems) New York, New Di-
rections, 1968 .:

Ramsey, Paul. In Ab Ordinary Place (poems) Raleigh.
Southern Poetry Review Press, 1965



--..'7f- -

A Window For New York (poems) San Francisco,

" Two Windows Press, 1968

. The Doors Poems of 1968 (poems) Martin

(Tenn ). Tennessee Poetry Press. 1968

Read. Bill, The Days of Dylan Thomas, A Pictorial Biogra-
phy Photographs by Rollie McKenna New York, Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co . 1964

Roethke. Theodore, Words FOr the Wind, the Collected'
-Verse (poems) Bloomington, Indiana University Press,
1961 ''' r-

Sexton. Anne, Transformations (poems) Boston;
Houghton Mifflin Co , 1971 (hb)

Steiner, Nancy Hunter, A Closer Look At Ariels A Memory
of Sylvia Plath New York. Harper's Magazine Press, 1973
(hb)

Stevens, Wallace. Poems (poems) New York, Vinjage
Books, 1959

Swenson, May. iconographs (poems) New York. Charles
Scribner's Sons. 1970 (hb)

:".'illiams, William Carlos. Selected Poems (poems) New
York, New Directions, 1963

. The Autobiography of New York, New Direc-
tions. 1967
Wright, James. Saint Judas (poems) Middleton, Wes-
leyan University Press, 1959

11. Good Textbooks for High
School
;1 ou are adopting literature texts. I suggest a careful
look at the following excellent ones
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Kitzhaber, Albert R , General Editor, The Oregon Cur-
riculum/A Sequential Program In English. Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc

Miller, O'Neal, McDonnell, General Editors, Man In Lit-
erature, Comparative World Studies In Translation; Litera-
ture From Greek And Roman Antiquity; Russian And
Eastern European Literatu?e; Translations From The
French, Italian Literature In Translation; Black African
Voices; Literature Of The Eastern World,.From Spain And
The Americas; Teutonic Literature. Chicago, Scott, Fares-
man and Company.
Sparke and McKowen, Montage Investigations In Lan-
guage. The Macmillan Company.

ihis book's concept and design make it an excellent
text for the creative writing class or for any English
plassroom.. "RI

Zweigler and others, Eds , Man In The Fictional Mode,
Man In The Dramatic Mode; Man In The Poetic Mode;
Man In The Expository Mode. McDougal, Littell and Com-
pany

12. Spanish-Speaking Poets in
Bi-Lingual Paperback Editions

Lorca and Allen, Eds , The Selected Poems of Federico
Garcia Lorca New York, New Directions, 1961.
Matilla and Silen, Eds., The Puerto RiCan Poets/ Los
Poetas Puertorriquenos. New York, Bantam Books, 1972

Neruda and Vallejo, Selected Poems Bly, Ed Boston,
lated by Tarn New York, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1966
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, Selected Poems. Translated by Bel lit New York,

Grove Press, 1961

, A New Decade, Poems 1958-1967 Translated
by Be Hit and Reid New York, Grove Press, 1969

Neruda and Vallejo, Selected Poems. Bly, Ed Boston,
Beacon Press, 1971 -

13A. Heterogeneous ListingsFor
High School Students
The following is a personal listing of bobks which have
been important to me and which I think have many les-
sons to teach in that they communicate a mastery of

language, of style, and of image

Novels
Arnow, Harriette, The Dollmaker. New York, Collier
Books, 1961. (hb) /

A novel of the craft of wood carving, superficially,
it is in fact the story of a woman's struggle, the
difficulty of creation, set in Kentucky and Detroit

Beckett, Samuel, The Lost Ones. New York, Grove Press,
Inc., 1972. (pb)

This short "novel" of some sixty pages shows the
literary form stripped beyond its bones with pieces
of the skeleton missing. The laconic style offers a
closer analysis of the importance of each word.

Bowen, Elizabeth, The Death of the Heart. New York,
Vintage Books, (pb)1

This book has laeen criticized for being "too well
written" It is well written and a major example of

., .
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the psychological novel It deals with the passage
from childhood.

Cather,. Willa, My Antonia Boston, Houghton Mifflin
Company /Sentry Edition (pb)

I have alWays had a fondness for Willa Cather's work
and have often been llidded for the same.''Once after
attending a reading by William Stafford, I walked up
to Mr:Stafford and rather than comment on his read-
-mg, asked, "What do you -think of Willa Cather'?"
Hq. quoted a passage from My Antonia in response
See eels° My Mortal Enemy

Kafka, Franz, The Trial. Translated by. the Muires and
Butler New York, Scfrolcark. Books, 1968 (pb)

This edition would be of special interest to students
since it includes unfinished chapters, passages de--
leted from the manuscript by Kafka, postscripts of
the first three editions by Max Brod, ecerpis from
Kafka's diary and a few drawings by Kafkaoffering
an insight into this author's work and the construc-
tion of this powerful novel.

Keller, Gottfried, A Village Romeo And Juliet Translated
by Thomas and Mqrgan New Yo'k, Frederick Ungar
Publishing Co , 1966 (pb).

A short, well-cOnstructed retelling of the Romeo and
Juliet story set in 19th century Germany Interesting
compaiison to Shakespeare's play

McCullers, Carson, The Ballad of the Sad q3fe and Other
Stories New York, Bantam Books, Inc , Moctern Classic
Ed , 1969 (pb)

The Ballad of the Sad Cafe is one of the most
perfectly constructed novellas of modern time The
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language is beauliful In the same volume, the-short

4
story, `,.Madame Zilensky and the King of:Fililand",

'.could ftirnish much discussior) in a classropmfan-
tasy and reality, ftagility of contact. See also Albee's
stage setting of `Ballad

Rolvaag, 0 E ,'Giant in the Earth, a Saga of the Prairie

New York, Harper TOrchbooks, 1964 (pb)

ExCelient wrktingparticularly of what the prairie did

to some of the fajly settlerspsychologically and
physically

Ruber, Johannes, Bach and the Heavenly Choir,-A Mod-

ern Legend Translated by Michael New York McGraw:
Hill Book Co , 1964. (pb)

An amusing sh9rt novel about a pope who wants

to canonize Bach

Wolfe, Thames , Look Homeward, Angel New York,

Charles Scribner's Sbns (pb)

Some interestinwlanguage

Drama .

Beckett, Samuel, Waiting For Godot, A -Tragicomedy in

Two Acts New York,Grove Press/Evergreen, 1954 (pb)

lonesco, Eugene, Ex the King Translated by Watson
New York, Grove Preis/Evergreen, 1963 (pb)

, Rhinoceros -and Other Plays Translated by
Prouse Grove Pres ergreen Original, 1960 (pb)'

Non-fiction
Carson. Rachel, The Sea Around lls Revised Edition
New York, Signet Science. Library, 1961 (pb)

De Beauvoir, Simone, A Very Easy Death, New York,
G P Putnam's Sons, 1966 (hb)

:4
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Eiseley, Loren, The Immense Jdurrilf New York, Vintage
Books. (pb)

Hamilton, Edith, The Greek Way New Yprk, W VV Norton
and CO,, Inc ,> 1964 (pb)

Kazantiakis, Nikos, Fort to Greco Translated by Bien.
New York, Bantam Books, Inc , 1966 (pb),

Shaw, 'Anna Moore, Pima Indian Legends, Tucson, The
University of Arizona Press, 1968 (pb) f
Thoreau, Henry David, Wa4den and the Essay on Civil
Disobediefte New. York, Lancer Books, 1968. (pb)

Van Gogh, Vincent, Dear Theo, The Autobiography-of
Vincent Van Gogh. Edited by Irving S4one New York,
Signet Books, 1969. (pb)

Shoil 'Stories
Blake and Hayward, Eds., Dissor,ant Voices in Soviet

,1 Literature, Post-Revokitionary Russian Writing New York,
Harper ColophOn Books, 1964..(pb)

-..:-
'qhekh&v, Anton,' The Image of Chekhdv, Forty, Stories
in the Order in 'which They wereWritten. -Translate& by
Payne. New York, Vintage Russian Lijprary4 1986, (pb)

Kafka, Franz, The':Great Wall of China Stbries and Re-
flections. Vanslated_by the Mt._ jLas. New-York SChocken
Books, 1970

, The Penal Colony Stories and Short Pieces
Translated by the Muires. NeW York, SchOtken

-or1961. (pb)

Mansfield, Katherine, Stories, Selected, and with an In-
troduction by Elizabeth Bowen New York, Vintage'Books,"
1956 (pb)
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Pilnyak, Boris, Mother Earth and Other ,Stories Trans-
lated and edited by Reck and Greg.n.-Garden City, Dou-
bleday Anchdr Books, 1968 (pb)

.

Poe, Edgar Allan, Eighteen Bvzst Stories. Edited by Price
and Brossard New York, Dell Publishing Co , 1965 (pb)

,
138. Heterogeneous Listingsfor
`Teachers 4

Artaud, Antonin, The ,Theater and-Its Double. New York,
Grove Press, Inc , 1958 (pb') ., \ `
Buber, Martin, The Legend of the Baal-Shem Translated
by Friedman New York, Schocken Books, 1969. (pb)

,
_ _ ( , Tales Of.The Hasidim. Early Masters, 1947; Later
Mastel;s, 194& Translated by Marx. New York, Shocken
Books.

..
Camus, Albert, Lyrical and Critical Es'says Translated by
Kennedy. New York, Knopf, Vintage Books, 1968 (hb
and pb)

Esslin, Martin,.The Theatre of the Absurd Garden City,
Anchor Books, 1961 (pb)

.
Krutch, Joseph Wood, Henry David Thoreau. New York,
A Delta Book /Dell Publishoig Cd., Inc , 1965 (pb)

Merton, Thomas, Raids on the Unspeakable New York,
New Directiong', 1966

, Zen and the Birds of Appetite. New York, New

t Directions, 1968. (obi

11NPater, Walter, The Renaissa . Studies in Art and Po-
etry New York, Mentor Boo ew ew American Library,

Inc., 1959 (pb) . 1
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Snestov,,Lev, Athens and JerUsalem Translated by Mar-
tin New York, A Clar.on Book /Simon and Schuster, 1968
(pb) 4

Wiesel, Elie. Souls On Fire Portraand Legends of
Hasidic Masters Translated by Wiesel New York, Ran-
dom House 1972 (hb)

14. Major American Poets, a
Partial Listing, Walt Whitman to
the Present

. . .

Walt Whitman Edwin Arlington Robinson
1819-1892 1869-1935 It

Herman Melville Edgar Lee Masters
1819-1891 1869-1950

EmIN.Dickinsop
1830-1886

Sidney Lamer
1842-1881 4

James Whitcomb Riley
1849-1916

George Santayana
1863-1952 .

. Gelett 'Burgess
1866-1951

William Vaughn Moody
1869-1910

Stephen Crane
1871-1900

Amy Lowell
1874-1925

Gertrude Stein
1874,0 946:

Robert FrOst
1875-1963

Carl Sandburg
1878-1967

Vachel Lindsay
1879-19.31
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Wallace Stevens
1879-1955 l

William Carlos Williams
1883-1963

Sara Teesdale
1884:1933

Elinor Wylie
1885-1928

Ezra Pound
4 1885-1972

H D
1886-1g61

ca

Marianne Moore
1887-1972

Robinson Jeffers
1887-1962

John Crowe Ransom
1888-

Conrad Aiken
1889-

Edna St. Vincent Millay
1892-1951

Archibald MacLeish
1892.

Mark Van Doren
1894-1973

Charles Rezpicoff
1894- 1

S.',

e e Cummings
1894-1962

Louise Bogen
1897-1970

Malcolm Cowley
1898-

Hart Crane ,

1899-193,

Allen Tate
1899-

Oscar Williams
.

1900-1964

Yvor Winters
1900-1968

Ogden Nash
1902-1971

Langston Hughes
1902-1967

Arna Bontemps
1902-1973

Countee Cullen
1903-1946

Richard Eberhat
1904-

w

Louis Zukofsk
1904-

t

Robert Penn NVarren
1905-

Stanley Kun tz
1905-

4 ,
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Renneth-Rexroth
1905-

I

a

Byron Vazakas
1906- .

W H Auben
1907-

Frederic Prokosch
1908-

Theodore Roethke
1908-1963

James Agee
1901-1954

Charles Olson
19j0-1970

Elizabeth Bishop
1911

Kenneth Patchen
1911-1971

J V Cunningham
1911-

Hyman J Sobi loff
1912 -197

Woody Guthrie
1912-1967

Robert Hayden
1913

Muriel Rukeyser
1913-

Delmore chvartz
1913-1966

a

0
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Karl Shapiro
1913-

John Berryman
1914-1972

Randall Jarrell
1914-1965

William Stafford
1914-

Weldon Kees
1914-1955

Gwendolyn Brooks
1917-

Robert Lowell
1917-

william Jay Smith
1918-

k

May Swenson
1919-

Edwin Honig
1919-

Robert Duncan
)919-

William Meredith
1919 -

Howard Nemerov
1920-

Richard Wilbur
1921-

Howard Moss
1922-



z

,

James Dickey
1923-

Alan Dugan
1923-

Anthony Hecht
1923-

Louis Simpson
1923-

John Logan
1923

James Schuyler
1923-

Daniel G. Hoffman
1923

Denise Levertov
1923

Gene Baro
1924

Vassar Miller
1924-

Robert Huff
1924-

Edward Fit ld
1924-

Donald Justice
1925-

Carolyn Kizer
1925-

r
Kenneth Koch
1925-,
Allen Ginsberg
1926 -

Robert Creeley
1926-

Robert Bly
1926-

W. D Snodgrass
1926-

James Merrill
1926-

David Wagoner
1926-

William Burford
1 1927 -

Galway Kinnell
1927-

Henn Coutette
1927

James Wright
1927-

John Ashbery
1927

W S Merwin
1927 -

Anne Sexton
1928-
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Philip Levine
1928-

Donald Hall
1928-

Donald Finkel
1929-

Melvin Walker la Follette
1930-

Burns Singer Gary Snyder
1928- 1930-

Donald Peterson
1928-

Robert Pack
1929-

X J Kennedy
1929-

Alvin Feinman
1929-

George Starbuck
1931-

Sylvia Plath
1932-1963
Ronald Perry
1932-

Stephen Berg
1934-

Jonathan Williams Ler°, Jones
11929- 934-

Adrienne Rich
1929-

John Hollander
1929-

S S Gardons
1929- N

Robert Mezey.
1935 -

Saint Geraud
1940-1966

Nikki GiOvanni
1943-

For a complete listing of poets writing in America today
see A Directory of Atherican Poets including names and
addresses of 1300 poets and contemporary writers whose
work has been published in thp United States Published
January 1 973 by Poets and Writers, Inc , 201 West 54th
Street, New York, New York 10019 This paperbound
volume includes an excellent "Service Section" listing
anthologies, films, tapes, and various other information

For a representative selection of poets and poems written
in the last years in the South see Poetry Southeast:
complete listing above_ 3
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Animals are smart
I've been to the zoo
And I know

c)
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VI.
ler

MORE POEMS FROM
THE CHILDREN

and he is so Strong
He can tear curtains
off walls

Mitchell. age six
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A HORSE

%.,

He runs very fast as the wind
He can jump fendWiltiver things
-tool" He is very yelatle
He lets you feed him "too'"

- Charles Nickerson,' age nine

her soul is anephid
of spring
and flowers
the rough bark
of the apple Veal,
and feathers,
gliding
to the ground

HelenFortman. senior high

I

ORANGE LOBSTER

*

t-t- ii
I am a bright orange.tobster
I eat rocks,at the bottom of the sea
Sometimes I swim theciurf
I sing a very quiet sortg
I dream I am a human
I feel very hard

Steve Clark, age nine

The light bulb bothers me
Wpen I look at the lightbulb

It makes everything turn green
After I look at the sun

Carl Sexton, age nine

1.74' -
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THE WORLD

how
The world

is round as round
as a ball it has a
round ball around

if it wad round-
er it would roll

right out of
the sky

I-

21.

- Mark N elementary

POPCORN

It hops like a rabbit
laves skip Its like snow
And_ yellow and white,
It's `like a little fellow,
Like a fairy

Carl Sexton age- nine
(
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NEST

KITTENS

Is

I wish I was a bird
Where I could fly every day
I wish I was a crow
Where I could build a nest
And lay five eggs a day
Where I could have five babies
To take care of

Jack Scott, age seven

Kittens are soft,
Soft as a ball of fur.
Kittens are happy
Kittens are black Brown.
White, spotted, too
The fur is soft, I think

Rebecca Ann Yoder, age ten

Come someone, play
With me and my rats,
So I don't have to do 4
The dishes, so I can
Have lots of friends
(Or all befnad) I want
To have lots- pf friends
I wouldkcall
If I had nine! friends,
Just so I would have someone
To play with

Susan Tate; elementary
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GO AWAY DOG

Go away, leave me alone
Go away, don't come back
Stay away
Go away and don't come back
Let me thihk
Leave me alone, let me think.
Let me thit% to myself.
Because you won't let me think,
I am going to my room
Quit it, dog!

Brad Odam, age nine

MY DOG -1.

Once I had a dog,
But'now I forgot hisiname
I only had hull a few days

had to give him away.
But now I have-,some cats
And now I have two friends.

Elementary student

I don't sit by the window
But I hear the trucks and everything
Out the window, in the classroom
I like to hear the phone ring

Ann Whittenberg, age,nine
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OUR GAME OF

,
We h. e a fuss every Wednesday night
W = n we lose the game aret real tight.

e brag of ourselve4 and make a fuss.
And do not know that were in a fight.

Michael Hall, aye nine .

ID



I lay thbre still.
Unmoving
My arms and 7hgs
Remain still, . .
gut' now,
4move closer

7Mike Cain, senior high

A fisiti lives in the water.
The fish get cold in the water'

. The fish like to live in the water
Some of the fish are dike- others
Big fish car! eat lisle fish
The little fish are real little.
They need to eat The little ones need to live.
Dr they *ill die. I saw a big fish.
The fish is big

Sco'tt, age seven

MY HORSE

My horse is soft as. rbbo%
I loVe my horse He is collorful
I love him I take 'him food, '
He loves me His name is Salt.

Devonna Ellis, age eight

I like to ride horses
I think it's-fun
1..like to gc5 bump, bump, bump

6eedra Taylor, age ten .
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411

THE LITTLE RAIN DROP

I saw a little raindrot %

It was only one falling down
Before it fell on the ground,
I ran in the house and got a parf
I caught the raindrct in the jart` ,,
I took it in the house and showed
to everybody They said I could keep it

h
- Dean Young, age nine

MY CAR

My car is fast fast fast ,.
and zoom zoom 'zoom
My car goes

II 1

__,

eateat plarits
I dream water
I have along, neck

Elementary Student -

66 -
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I'm tired . -

I could sleep
/1 hundred nights at once
Could-you sleep that long?
Could you?

(..,

David P., age nine

Ar

If I were crazy .

I would go and hide.
I wouldri't want anyone to hear me.
I would talk to myself

David Br, age six
I .

A.,

I WISH, I FLY
e

I wish I could fly
So high up in the air
And let my' hair blow
In the breeze.

r

Kim Lawson, age nine
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A LITTLE BABY SNAKE

I sal, a little baby snake'
He curls up funny '
My mother is more than scared of them
But snakes do rot scare me a bit
I saw a little babyall curled up
He looked like a fancy bed spread

Carla Ware, age nine

WILD, FREE HORSES

Wild, free horses running about,
Wandering in the rocky lands,
Wandering about the mountains,
Galloping on golden hooves,
And golden mane blowing in the wind
Wild,sfree horses

Letetia Douglas,.age nine
.

LITTLE EJUG

A little crawling
Through the grass
Clim'bing over huge rocks
As big as he is ' .

4

Walking through the grass,
like a little baby
lost
in a city
on the busiest day

,

Junior High Student.
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Eagles eat big' fish,
Big fish eat little fish,

-Little fish eat worms,
Worms eat mud

Worms and mud need soil,
Fish need to live in water
And eagles have to have nests

=Grant Stamps, age nine

t
PEOPLE

A man who runs and jumps
Is sometimes called ap athelete.

ii And sometimes he does it
For a living
And sometimes,
He does nothing at all
And then,
He would be called a tramp

I
,3 It's something magic

When yoti see the rain fall
And the trees blow

., And the water
.t Running from the falls

, .

The leaf 'falls down very slowly
anclgoes where it is very soft.c

J83 ,
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PEOPLE

He does odd and unusual things
The way he talks is a little different
He acts different Writes unusual .

Makes things seem real when he talks.
Things seem more different

MY MOTOR

..,

.4.

My motor's broke
No one can fix it
It's in bad shape
The chain's broke in different ways
It won't run Won't hardly start
Bare lk run. _it's broke many ways

. I don't know hirdly anything about my motor
, But /know it's broke very bad Many ways.

a
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TREES .

Trees are very beautiful
the green leaves
the brown trunk, and sometimes
the bgeutiful-blossoms

SKIING

Going skiing is like jumping
4 In a haystack A haystack of clouds

You would just go right through

You feel like you are going up
In the sky, and sometimes down
On the ground. You see yourself
Going down a steep hill thinking
You will never come up again

All of a sudden, Bump'
I think we hit the moon
Its like all the dreams you could think of.

Leslie Moore, age eleven , _

A small little clown
Holding up a cat .

.
A dog ran up
And the cat ran away

Billy Joe Swanner, age nine
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Carnivals are places of laughter,
Which is really lots of fun

. You might really; wish you'd. stayed
Homeafter the stomach ache
With the wiener on the bun

186
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OBSERVATIONS

1

4

Your feethqgs are lost-
In the.silent atmospheres
Time seems to float around you
And dreams come to no end
()wetness closes in on you
And thoughts are of love,
You can touch a new world'
And begin to live in a fantasy
The life you once had be.comes
What you've always wanted
And loneliness is a thing of past

Sandra Shaw, senior high

All of a sudden, I feel a big breeze..
Someone just zoomed by on roller skates ,

. . .
I think I will skate, too Now, , : . ...

I will zoom past them

Jeannie M

Screaming and yelling at a carnival
Is the only fun I have

Some carnivals are ?n
Because-of the games
And soce are boing
Because of the rides,
But the one I went to
Was just made for me
To get 16-set in\ ,

Bobby Locklear '.
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GREEN GRASS

Green grass is pretty
Qreen trees are tall'
The green valley is_low*
The green hills ar4gh
DonhfiF , age ter.;;.

THE WINTER
,

fit
Whin it oorftes Trittpx, rr
All the birds, fly tfi r

It gets very cold-- *k.

The avatar freezes
It is hard on people.

4

They have to get out in the cold
To get fire wood arid get kids from school
Our fathers have (6get up for work
They have to stay all day a

riablottS do not have anything to eat ,'
Darrell Morgan, age nine

I am an apple
People eat me-

Gail, age nine
1"

At nigpt I will float in the. Sea-.
Make little crackling njses floating

: On' the sea, and as I float I will dram
Of how I would live on land

-Lauri Perri, age nine

A LEAF
I am a leaf -
I gocldwn, down and down
I am ared Jeaf. .

Sometimes, I am all colors3.

dasham, age nine
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A SUMMING UP
Additional Pointers
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A Summing Up

Poetry is recorded sense experience This recording pro-
cess inv9Ives the thought mechanismS of the brain. There
is something full and rounded about the business of
writing. It is a process of catching pieces of time. And
as with any work of art, a good poem microcosm
of the writer's world. Since. we share the same world,
part of the time, a good poem is also our world

What sorts of conditions in the classroom enable the
student to write?

1. The teacher must be creative; that iS, the teacher,
instead of relying upon vast resources, on outside aid,
on fanOy and fanciful programs, must be willing to use
what is present., To make the environment workthis is
the first step. No matter what the community, there are
interesting peOpie who belong in the clas-sroomstory-
tellers, writers: craftsmen, musicians, "old-timers". Look
to the community for resources. Involve as many depart-
ments Within your school as possible. If there is a printing
press in your school, use it to print the class:s poems,
if no printing press, Use whatever machine is available
(including a typing class), select certain poems to present
to the local rrewspaper. Use the people and the materials
around-you. You db not have to be a consumer of the
newe.st textbook programs available. Rather than spend-
'tng money on texts or new reading programs, use what
resources you -have available to buy books for the
classroom. (See the paperback poetry and other books
listed in Chapter V.
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2 All students experience something. Creative writing
in the classroom should not be geared to the production
of masterpieces, but to the expression of the student's
experiences. As far as poetry is concerned, the students
have the raw Material for the construction of poems
within them It is the teacher's job to elicit this grass
matter and to teach the students how to refine it, under-
stand it more fully, and express it in the written and
spoken word. How does one go about eliciting student
writing?

3 It is not necessary to spend a large section of time
on rules, on .metrics, on style. But it is necessary to
provide adeqyate and excellent models: e.g , adequate
rnodele e. dummings, excellent model James Wright.
I think in the teaching of grammar and in the writing of
poetry, fiction, and essay, time is better spent on models
than upon rules, that is, one learns best by doing, by
writing, by reading, not by first memorizing rules and then
approaching a task. The important process is deduction:
look at this poegi, how is it constructed, what is it, how
is it made, how does rt work?not, here are the rules
for a Shakespearean sonnet, now, write a SOnnet follow-
ing these rules. The.deduction process seemingly, may
be slower, but it is deeper and more thorpugh

4 A historical introduction tg poetry will enable the
teacher to establish essentials of poetry for the student.
In actual classroom time, this historical introduction
should be rather short wit tl,sa list of references given to
the students why want,more information.
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5. In the classrooms language encouragement is an es-
sential Many students have .for their central language
model a variant of the English language used on the
television Use this Use television Make a *survey of the
Classroom, asking for verbatim recitations of television
commercials Or, ask students to listen carefully to com-
mercials and t'o analyze them The remembeied commer-
cials are usually those employing strong rhythms and
excess repetition, often reinforced with musical settings.
This analysis Cant go in many directions what are the
differences between propagafida and education? Have
poets ever been propagandists'? Students could compose
their own commercials Surve4 brand nameshowAs our
language corrupted here? (Duz joy gleem klear and e-z
as your leggs-splash in the Kool-whipped tide)

In the elementary classroom, parachute play is a good
stimulus for language if the teacher offers the pro4er
guidance Old parachutes can be purchased from surplus
stores Tie parachute is an excellent means for combin-
ing mOvement, danpe, language, invention, and a starter
for poems

6 Sixteen millimeter movies and color slides offer possi-
bilities for student movie making and multi-media presen-
tation.

(

7 Always ask tte student for his feelingsHow do you
feel? In early poeMs, "I feel' "is a basic element in

, the poem for many students. With verbal encouragement
from the teacher, such ,as, '.'In your next poem try to
infuse the poem with your feelings instead of using 'I
feel', seleCt an image, a rhythm, a form which com-
municates your feelings to the reader", the student can
move in new directioni e



xt,

,
8 Illustiate any points you, as the teacher, make by
reading from the student poems you have available A
student may be very surprised to find you taking his pOem
so seriously ,

9 Connotative language as opposed to denbtative lan-
guage is an important feature of well-written poems lt
is necessary to point out to the students that while they
might not have had in mind when writing a particular
poem what you interpret the pbem to be saying, the poem
contains this interpretation as well within itself; therefore,

. ..,

the student as poet must be very careful of his choice
of words and imageshe must keep his connotations
under his control., BLit, at the same time, the student
should be urged to remember tile functiontf connotative
language in the poemthis helps the student writer to
focus. And this focus on,donnotative language as op-
posed to derrotative language enables him to distinguish
poetry from prose

,) -,-,.,
10. How does one distinguish a poem from a piece of
prosie .

a feeling (words infused with emotion)
b rhythm (rhythmic structuring of words)
c image (appeal to the senses thrologh wor )

d metaphor (a basic tool)
The poem relies upon the connotative as -cts of the
language The other forms of literature otte, borrow from
poetry, but they are more concerned wit. the deno%,tve
aspects of the language. A poet's,us of connotation
Allows him to place his reportage within the language
itself and to relate it to the world

..
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11 1n' a poem, the personal relation of the poet to the
world is of utmost importance Fie is bound between two
possibilitiesone, he will write so that his poem does
not contain the personal, does not contain his way'with
the- language; or, two, he will writeso that his poem
contains too personal a la guage, too personal an image.
If the rioem works, it is the poet's personal relation to
himself and the world hich via enable the readers of
the poem to enter into 1

the poem

12 Metaphorical language is basic to poetry Metaphor
is a difficult tool It involves a way of seeingin metaphor.
the necessary tool for gathering sense information is
overstepped, entered into completely, so that the com-
parison is not felt, is not needed This becomes that so
that neither is obscured, but seen in a new way.

13. Rhyme is one element in poetry. A child in a fourth
grade class wrnte, "I don't know nothing about poetry
since this is the first trine I've heard about poetry/'ve
always heard about poems Poems are something that
rhymes and it's supposed to be something good and not
bad." This statement reflects many of the elements of
poetry as taught by a few teachers A poem does not
haye tb rhyme; a '.poem does hot have to not rhymp I

found in my work with young .children that rhyrrie,tb-
structs what they want to ,express since- 'thy* is so
difficult an instrument to employ well. With the older
student, I think it is important to shbw him how many
different rhymes are possibletrue rhyrhe is'only one
rhyme Other thyrnsits are as difficult to use, but they are
far more rewardingjsant, alliteration, assonance, etc ).



14. The teacher serves as the guide in the classroom
For example, when a child is given paint and paper and
is stood at an easel to paintwhat does the child ac-
complish if he Is allowed to smear paint at, will? What
does he accom ish when h9 is given a mimeographed
apple and is ed to color it red and to stay within the
lines? Both methods are counter-productive When a
child Idriwing with brush and paint, all that is necessary,
is for the teacher to comment, to guide him"Oh, I see-
yoU've drawn a c,ircie Here you are usi.ng red and here
yellow Tell me about your picture. What does your circle
represent?",

15..In order for a student to write he must-
aTrust youyou will allow Kim to express his emo-

tions, ideas, himself.
b Honor your suggestions as you honor his expression.

Complete freedom of expression requires that the student
know what he is expressing, requires an awareness of
the language, and a structure. If a student were to write,
"Time is fleeting", it is the teacher's responsibility to
cayse this student to express himself, not to quote some-
one. "Time is such,a big Word What happens in time?
What part of time are you talking about? How can you
say this in your own words?"

c. Enter into dialogue with you. If you are ,unwilling
to talk with the students in your classroom, you are not
a teacher, A teacher talks with a student in order tor.,
the stud4ht to learn to express himself and his world in
the Context of fie Barger society ,

d Be in touch with himself an his world. A student
mkt take himself into consider ion when he writes. He
must write from himself

I/
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16 A good teacher respeCts the rights of the students
and insists that they respect her rights and the rights
of fellow students Writing and expression cannot take
place in a room filled with disrespect A good teacher
is respectable

1,

17 Language is not something we do for two hours each
day in grammar and foreign language classes It is never
necessary to :'talk down", to a studerit; to talk on "his
level" It may de necessary to restate yourself, or to
explain yourself, but not to degrade the student and
yourself by banalities It may be necessary to translate

18 One last commenthelp the students.edit their
poems All good art is in some way or manner stylized
art (this is a valid tool for judging) Help the student to
see that it is not necessary to put everything into the
poem Help him to say it in the fewest' words possible
and in the most alive' manner possible But be gentledo .
not edit the piece and the student to death:Allow the
student to reject your suggestions 'Give hip models,

My mind speaks to me, my hand writes .for me.
I'm just there to watch as the two work together
to write a poem

Buffy Hoge, age fifteen,

..,
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